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Abstract
Over the past decade, increasing the number of cores on a single processor has suc-
cessfully enabled continued improvements of computer performance. Further scaling
these designs to tens and hundreds of cores, however, still presents a number of hard
problems, such as scalability, power efficiency and effective programming models.
A key component of manycore systems is the on-chip network, which faces increas-
ing efficiency demands as the number of cores grows. In this thesis, we present three
techniques for improving the efficiency of on-chip interconnects. First, we present
PROM (Path-based, Randomized, Oblivious, and Minimal routing) and BAN (Band-
width Adaptive Networks), techniques that offer efficient intercore communication for
bandwith-constrained networks. Next, we present ENC (Exclusive Native Context),
the first deadlock-free, fine-grained thread migration protocol developed for on-chip
networks. ENC demonstrates that a simple and elegant technique in the on-chip net-
work can provide critical functional support for higher-level application and system
layers. Finally, we provide a realistic context by sharing our hands-on experience
in the physical implementation of the on-chip network for the Execution Migration
Machine, an ENC-based 110-core processor fabricated in 45nm ASIC technology.
Thesis Supervisor: Srinivas Devadas
Title: Edwin Sibley Webster Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Chip Multiprocessors: Past, Present and Fu-
ture
1.1.1 The Birth of Multicore
Until the end of the 20th century, the scaling down of CMOS devices was the driving
force behind continued improvement in computer performance [82]. There were two
fundamental impacts; first, microprocessors were able to embed more sophisticated
functionality with smaller transistors to accelerate complex operations. And second,
clock speeds increased by orders of magnitude, thanks to smaller and faster CMOS
devices. Dennard's scaling theory [19] showed when transistor dimensions scaled down
by a factor of a, the power density remained the same so the required supply voltage
decreased by a. Therefore, the power required to maintain the same frequency for
the same logic was reduced by a 2, and we were able to increase the frequency for
better performance without using more power. Dennard scaling enabled processor
performance to improve 52% annually for nearly two decades since 1985 [35].
The relentless scaling down of transistors, per Moore's law [63], still enables more
transistors on recent microprocessor designs. Since the 90nm technology node, how-
ever, the long-lasting race of clock speed improvements came to an abrupt end. This
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was mostly due to leakage current becoming a major contributor to power consump-
tion, and because supply voltage stopped scaling with the channel length [77]. The
inability to scale down the supply voltage caused higher energy consumption at higher
clock frequency, and power and cooling limitations prohibited further frequency in-
creases.
The continuation of Moore's law and the demise of Dennard's scaling theory forced
changes in the old strategy of smaller transistors, lower supply voltage, and higher
clock rate [29]. As it became infeasible for single-core performance to benefit from
a higher frequency, the microprocessor industry quickly adapted to another strategy:
chip multiprocessors (CMPs). As Moore's law continues to hold, manufacturers were
able to duplicate previously designed cores on a single die with less effort than in-
creasing the frequency. At the same time, new applications such as image processing,
video encoding/decoding, and interactive applications with graphical user interface,
have a lot of thread-level parallelism that CMPs can easily exploit to boost the per-
formance. Consequently, multicore has quickly made its way into the mainstream
since it was first introduced to the market in 2005 [21, 74, 75].
1.1.2 From Multicore to Manycore
Eight years have passed since Intel shipped the first x86 dual-core processor in 2005,
and current trends clearly indicate an era of multicores. In 2013, commercially avail-
able x86 desktop processors have up to eight cores per chip, server processors up to
ten. Even mobile processors also have up to eight cores on a single chip. The big
question is, will the number of cores keep increasing to tens and hundreds?
1.1.2.1 Technical Issues of Manycore Architecture
We are at the best time to ask this question, because more breakthroughs are required
than ever before in order to further increase the number of cores in a multicore pro-
cessor. For example, a few cores can be connected using a totally ordered bus inter-
connect that enables the implementation of cache coherence with a snooping protocol.
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However, a simple common bus is not scalable to more than eight cores [67]. Intel
actually replaced its Front-Side Bus (FSB) with the point-to-point Intel QuickPath
Interconnect (Intel QPI) for Nehalem [68], which is Intel's first microarchitecture that
supports up to eight cores per chip. And as more scalable on-chip networks are used,
the lack of ordering complicates the implementation of cache coherence [83].
The implementation of cache coherence is an example of the scalability issues
on manycore architecture. Another issue is the gap between the speed of cores and
external memory, commonly known as the memory wall [94]. The gap has become
significantly wider in multicore as multiple cores share the off-chip memory inter-
face [47]. The power wall also plays an important role as the number of cores grows;
due to the fixed power budget, 21% of a chip must be powered off at all times at the
22nm technology node [25]. These issues prevent the maximum theoretical speedup
of multicore processors, leaving challenges for researchers in achieving continuing per-
formance improvements.
Innovations are also required in the software development. To fully benefit from
large-scale CMPs, applications need a sufficient level of thread-level parallelism. Effi-
cient parallel programming models must be provided to ease the difficulties of writing
massively threaded applications. Due to the prevalence of single-threaded applica-
tions, manual or automatic extraction of thread-level parallelism from existing pro-
grams is also very important [8].
1.1.2.2 Why Manycore Architecture is Still the Most Promising Solution
Despite all these difficult challenges, however, manycore architecture is still the most
viable option to maintain the growth in performance. Recall that the number of
cores has increased mainly because 1) we could not improve the clock speed without
hitting the power limit, but 2) we could still have more transistors in the same area.
If an alternative technology can realize higher frequency devices than silicon-based
technology, then we might not need manycore processors to get more performance. On
the other hand, if it becomes impossible to further scale down transistor dimensions,
it would be infeasible to increase the number of cores beyond the current trend. Will
17
either of these two scenarios be the case in the near future?
As a matter of fact, good progress has been made in the research of non-silicon
based technologies in the hope that one such technology would eventually over-
come the speed limit of silicon-based computers. For example, field-effect transistors
(FETs) that work with a cut-off frequency as high as 100 GHz have been fabricated
on a graphene wafer [52]. However, none of the alternative technologies has yet
surmounted the hurdles of mass production to match the outstanding technological
maturity of silicon processes. As a result, it is expected to take another couple of
decades before such technologies reach to the consumer market [15, 30].
The number of transistors on a chip has kept increasing as well. In 2011, Intel
integrated 3.1 billion transistors on a 18.2 x 29.9mm 2 die using 32nm technology. One
year later, Intel put almost 5 billion transistors on the Xeon Phi coprocessor using
22nm technology [42]. In case of GPUs, NVIDIA crammed 7.1 billion transistors into
its GK110 chip using the 28nm node in 2012 [13]. As the current process technology
roadmap predicts [28], Moore's law will continue for at least another half a decade,
until the point where transistors get four times smaller.
In summary, having more cores still remains a feasible and attractive solution
because the reasons why multicore processors came into place still hold. The lack of
alternatives urges researchers to address the technical issues of manycore processors
and extend its practicality. Section 1.1.2.3 illustrates recent efforts to transit from a
few cores to many cores.
1.1.2.3 Examples of Manycore Processors
Intel has long been trying to develop a practical manycore architecture; in 2008,
Intel demonstrated its 80-core Polaris research processor with simple VLIW cores
and a high-performance 8 x 10 2-D mesh network [89]. Two years later, the Single-
Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) followed, which contained 48 full-fledged P54C Pentium
cores [38]. Finally, the 60-core Xeon Phi coprocessor was released to the consumer
market in 2012 [12].
Tilera Corporation has focused on manycore general-purpose processors since its
18
Name #Cores Technology Frequency Power Year
Intel Polaris* 80 65nm 4.27GHz 97W 2008
Intel Single-Chip *
Cloud Computer (SCC)* 48 45nm 1.0GHz 125W 2010
Intel Xeon E7-8870 10 32nm 2.4GHz 130W 2011
AMD FX-8350 8 32nm 4.0GHz 125W 2012
Tilera TILE-Gx36 36 40nm 1.2GHz 28W 2013
Intel Xeon Phi 7120 61 22nm 1.2GHz 300W 2013
Tilera TILE-Gx72 72 40nm 1.0GHz N/A 2013
Table 1.1: Recent multicore and manycore processors
founding in 2004. Based on a scalable mesh network [91], Tilera provides processors
with various numbers of cores. Recently the company announced that their 72-core
TILE-Gx72 processor achieved the highest single-chip performance for Suricata, an
open source-based intrusion detection system (IDS) [14].
Table 1.1 shows several examples of recent multicore and manycore processors'.
1.2 On-chip Network for Manycore Architecture
Solving the issues in Section 1.1.2.1 requires a broad range of system layers to be
optimized for manycore architecture. For example, low-power circuit design, scalable
memory architecture, and efficient programming models are all important to continue
scaling up the number of cores. Among the various approaches, however, the on-chip
network is one of the most critical elements to the success of manycore architecture.
In manycore CMPs, the foremost goal of the on-chip network is to provide a
scalable solution for the communication between cores. The on-chip network almost
always stands at the center of scalability issues, because it is how cores communi-
cate with each other. The on-chip network also worsens the power problem as it
contributes a significant portion of the total power consumption. In the Intel's 80-
core Polaris processor, for example, the on-chip network consumes 28% of total chip
power [37]. In addition, high-level system components may require the on-chip net-
'The names of research chips are shown with asterisk marks.
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work to support specific mechanisms. For instance, directory-based cache coherence
protocols require frequent multicast or broadcast, which is a challenge for the on-chip
network to implement efficiently.
Researchers have taken many different approaches to on-chip networks to overcome
the challenges of manycore architecture. These approaches can be categorized into
circuit-level optimization, network-level optimization, and system-level optimization.
1.2.1 Circuit-level Optimization
Research in this category aims at improving the performance and reducing the cost of
data movement through better circuit design. For example, a double-pumped cross-
bar channel with a location-based channel driver (LBD), which reduces the crossbar
hardware cost by half [88], was used in the mesh interconnect of the Intel manycore
processor [37]. The ring interconnect used for the Intel Nehalem-EX Xeon micropro-
cessor also exploits circuit-level techniques such as conditional clocking, fully shielded
wire routing, etc., to optimize its design [68]. Self-resetting logic repeaters (SRLR) is
another example that incorporates circuit techniques to better explore the trade-off
between area, power, and performance [69].
1.2.2 Network-level Optimization
The logical and architectural design of the on-chip network plays an essential role in
both the functionality and performance of the on-chip network. An extensive range of
network topologies have been proposed and examined over the years [18]. Routing [87,
65, 66, 76, 49, 31, 9] is another key factor that determines the characteristics of on-
chip communication. This level of optimization also has a significant impact on the
power dissipation of the network because the amount of energy consumed by on-
chip network is directly related to activity on the network. Therefore, using better
communication schemes can result in reducing the power usage as shown in [51].
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1.2.3 System-Level Optimization
While most work on on-chip networks focuses on the area/power/performance trade-
off in the network itself, an increasing number of researchers have begun to take a
totally different approach, for example, embedding additional logic into the on-chip
network that is tightly coupled with processing units so the on-chip network can
directly support high-level functionality of the system.
One example of such functionality is Quality of Service (QoS) across different ap-
plication traffic, which is important for performance isolation and differentiated ser-
vices [501. Many QoS-capable on-chip networks have been proposed; while early work
largely relies on time-sharing of channel resources [32, 60, 7], Globally-Synchronized
Frames (GSF) orchestrate source injection based on time windows using a dedicated
network for fast synchronization [50]. In Preemptive Virtual Clock (PVC), routers in-
tentionally drop lower-priority packets and send NACK messages back to the sources
for later retransmission [34].
Additionally, on-chip networks can alleviate the lack of scalability of directory-
based cache coherence protocols. By embedding directories within each router, for
example, requests can be redirected to nearby data copies [22]. In another example,
each router keeps information that helps to decide whether to invalidate a cache line
or send it to a nearby core so it can be used again without going off-chip [23].
1.3 Thesis Organization
First, our network-level research on oblivious routing is described in Chapter 2. We
continue in Chapter 3 with the introduction of the bandwidth-adaptive network, an-
other network-level technique that implements a dynamic network topology. Chap-
ter 4 describes the Exclusive Native Context protocol that facilitates fine-grained
thread migration, which is a good example of system-level optimization of an on-chip
network. Chapter 5 shares our hands-on experience in the physical implementation
of the on-chip network for a 110-core processor. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the
conclusions of this thesis and summarizes its contributions.
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Chapter 2
Oblivious Routing with Path
Diversity
2.1 Introduction
The early part of this thesis focuses on network-level optimization techniques. These
techniques abstract the on-chip network from other system components and aim to
improve the performance of the network under general traffic patterns. In this ap-
proach, the choice of routing algorithm is a particularly important matter since rout-
ing is one of the key factors that determines the performance of a network [18]. This
chapter will discuss oblivious routing schemes for on-chip networks, present a solu-
tion, Path-based, Randomized, Oblivious, Minimal (PROM) routing [10], and show
how it improves the diversity of routes and provides better throughput across a class
of traffic patterns.
2.1.1 Oblivious vs. Adaptive Routing
Routing algorithms can be classified into two categories: oblivious and adaptive.
Oblivious routing algorithms choose a route without regard to the state of the net-
work. Adaptive algorithms, on the other hand, determine what path a packet takes
based on network congestion. Because oblivious routing cannot avoid network con-
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gestion dynamically, it may have lower worst-case and average-case throughput than
adaptive routing. However, its low-complexity implementation often outweighs any
potential loss in performance because an on-chip network is usually designed within
tight power and area budgets [43].
Although many researchers have proposed cost-effective adaptive routing algo-
rithms [3, 16, 26, 31, 33, 40, 48, 84], this chapter focuses on oblivious routing for
the following reasons. First, adaptive routing improves the performance only if the
network has considerable amount of congestion; on the other hand, when congestion
is low oblivious routing performs better than adaptive routing due to the extra logic
required by adaptive routing. Because an on-chip network usually provides ample
bandwidth relative to demand, it is not easy to justify the implementation cost of
adaptive routing.
Furthermore, the cost of adaptive routing is more severe for an on-chip network
than for its large-scale counterparts. Many large-scale data networks, such as a wire-
less network, have unreliable nodes and links. Therefore, it is important for every
node to report its status to other nodes so each node can keep track of ever-changing
network topology. Because the network nodes are already sharing the network sta-
tus, adaptive routing can exploit this knowledge to make better routing decisions
without additional costs. In contrast, on-chip networks have extremely reliable links
among the network nodes so they do not require constant status checking amongst the
nodes. Therefore, monitoring the network status for adaptive routing always incurs
extra costs in on-chip networks.
2.1.2 Deterministic vs. Path-diverse Oblivious Routing
Deterministic routing is a subset of oblivious routing, which always chooses the same
route between the same source-destination pair. Deterministic routing algorithms are
widely used in on-chip network designs due to their low-complexity implementation.
Dimension-ordered routing (DOR) is an extremely simple routing algorithm for
a broad class of networks that include 2D mesh networks [17]. Packets simply route
along one dimension first and then in the next dimension, and no path exceeds the
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minimum number of hops, a feature known as "minimal routing". Although it enables
low-complexity implementation, the simplicity comes at the cost of poor worst-case
and average-case throughput for mesh networks1 .
Path-diverse oblivious routing algorithms attempt to balance channel load by
randomly selecting paths between sources and their respective destinations. The
Valiant [87] algorithm routes each packet via a random intermediate node. Whenever
a packet is injected, the source node randomly chooses an intermediate node for the
packet anywhere in the network; the packet then first travels toward the intermediate
node using DOR, and, after reaching the intermediate node, continues to the original
destination node, also using DOR. Although the Valiant algorithm has provably op-
timal worst-case throughput, its low average-case throughput and high latency have
prevented widespread adoption.
ROMM [65, 66] also routes packets through intermediate nodes, but it reduces
latency by confining the intermediate nodes to the minimal routing region. n-phase
ROMM is a variant of ROMM that uses n -1 different intermediate nodes that divide
each route into n different phases so as to increase path diversity. Although ROMM
outperforms DOR in many cases, the worst-case performance of the most popular
(2-phase) variant on 2D meshes and tori has been shown to be significantly worse
than optimal [85, 76], and the overhead of n-phase ROMM has hindered real-world
use.
OlTURN [76] on a 2D mesh selects one of the DOR routes (XY or YX) uniformly
at random, and offers performance roughly equivalent to 2-phase ROMM over stan-
dard benchmarks combined with near-optimal worst-case throughput; however, its
limited path diversity limits performance on some traffic patterns.
Unlike DOR, each path-diverse algorithm may create dependency cycles amongst
its routes, so it requires extra hardware to break those cycles and prevent network-
The worst-case throughput of a routing algorithm on a network is defined as the minimum
throughput over all traffic patterns. The average-case throughput is its average throughput over all
traffic patterns. Methods have been given to compute worst-case throughput [85] and approximate
average-case throughput by using a finite set of random traffic patterns [86]. While these models of
worst-case and average-case throughput are important from a theoretical standpoint, they do not
model aspects such as head-of-line blocking, and our primary focus here is evaluating performance
on a set of benchmarks that have a variety of local and non-local bursty traffic.
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DOR 01TURN 2-phase n-phase ValiantROMM ROMM
Path diversity None Minimum Limited Fair to Large Large
#channels used
for deadlock 1 2 2 n (2 required) 2
prevention
#hops minimal minimal minimal minimal non-minimal
Communication
overhead in None None log2N (n - 1) 0log 2N log2 N
bits per packet
Table 2.1: Deterministic and Path-diverse Oblivious Routing Algorithms
level deadlock. Additionally, ROMM and Valiant also have some communication
overhead, because a packet must contain the information of an intermediate node, or
a list of intermediate nodes. Table 2.1 compares DOR and the path-diverse oblivious
routing algorithms. Note that n different channels are not strictly required to im-
plement n-phase ROMM; although it was proposed to be used with n channels, our
novel virtual channel allocation scheme can work with n-phase ROMM with only 2
channels without network-level deadlock (Section 2.2.3).
We set out to develop a routing scheme with low latency, high average-case
throughput, and path diversity for good performance across a wide range of patterns.
The PROM family of algorithms we present here is significantly more general than
existing oblivious routing schemes with comparable hardware cost (e.g., 01TURN).
Like n-phase ROMM, PROM is maximally diverse on an n x n mesh, but requires
less complex routing logic and needs only two virtual channels to ensure deadlock
freedom.
In what follows, we describe PROM in Section 2.2, and show how to implement it
efficiently on a virtual-channel router in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, through detailed
network simulation, we show that PROM algorithms outperform existing oblivious
routing algorithms (DOR, 2-phase ROMM, and 01TURN) on equivalent hardware.
We conclude the chapter in Section 2.5.
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2.2 Path-based, Randomized, Oblivious, Minimal
Routing (PROM)
Given a flow from a source to a destination, PROM routes each packet separately
via a path randomly selected from among all minimal paths. The routing decision is
made lazily: that is, only the next hop (conforming to the minimal-path constraint)
is randomly chosen at any given switch, and the remainder of the path is left to the
downstream nodes. The local choices form a random distribution over all possible
minimal paths, and specific PROM routing algorithms differ according to the distri-
butions from which the random paths are drawn. In the interest of clarity, we first
describe a specific instantiation of PROM, and then show how to parametrize it into
a family of routing algorithms.
2.2.1 Coin-toss PROM
Figure 2-1 illustrates the choices faced by a packet routed under a PROM scheme
where every possible next-hop choice is decided by a fair coin toss. At the source
node S, a packet bound for destination D randomly chooses to go north (bold arrow)
or east (dotted arrow) with equal probability. At the next node, A, the packet can
continue north or turn east (egress south or west is disallowed because the resulting
route would no longer be minimal). Finally, at B and subsequent nodes, minimal
routing requires the packet to proceed east until it reaches its destination.
Note that routing is oblivious and next-hop routing decisions can be computed
locally at each node based on local information and the relative position of the current
node to the destination node; nevertheless, the scheme is maximally diverse in the
sense that each possible minimal path has a non-zero probability of being chosen.
However, the coin-toss variant does not choose paths with uniform probability. For
example, while uniform path selection in Figure 2-1 would result in a probability of
for each path, either border path (e.g., S -> A -> B -+ - - D) is chosen with
probability , while each of the four paths passing through the central node has only
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Figure 2-1: Randomized minimal routing in PROM
a I chance. In the next section, we show how to parametrize PROM and create a8
uniform variant.
2.2.2 PROM Variants
Although all the next-hop choices in Figure 2-1 were 50-50 (whenever a choice was
possible without leaving the minimum path), the probability of choosing each egress
can be varied for each node and even among flows between the same source and
destination. On a 2D mesh under minimum-path routing, each packet has at most
two choices: continue straight or turn;2 how these probabilities are set determines the
specific instantiation of PROM:
01TURN-like PROM OlTURN [76] randomly selects between XY and YX routes,
i.e., either of the two routes along the edges of the minimal-path box. We can emulate
this with PROM by configuring the source node to choose each edge with probability
1 and setting all intermediate nodes to continue straight with probability 1 until a
corner of the minimal-path box is reached, turning at the corner, and again continuing
straight with probability 1 until the destination. 3
2While PROM also supports other non-minimal schemes, we focus on minimal-path routing.
3This slightly differs from OlTURN in virtual channel allocation, as described in Section 2.2.3.
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Uniform PROM Uniform PROM weighs the routing probabilities so that each
possible minimal path has an equal chance of being chosen. Let's suppose that a
packet on the way to node D is currently at node S, where x and y indicate the
number of hops from S to D along the X and Y dimensions, respectively. When
either x or y is zero, the packet is going straight in one direction and S simply moves
the packet to the direction of D. If both x and y are positive, on the other hand, S
can send the packet either along the X dimension to node Sx, or the Y dimension to
node S'. Then, for each of the possible next hops,
{(x - 1)+ y}!
(X - 1)! - y!
Ns' { + (y - )}!
where NAB represents the number of all minimal paths from node A to node B.
In order that each minimal path has the same probability to be taken, we need
to set the probability of choosing Sx and Sy proportional to NS'-D and NStD,
respectively. Therefore, we calculate P2, the probability for S to move the packet
along the X dimension as
NSI-D X -(i + y --1)! X
NS>-D +NS'-D X ' (X - y - 1)!--y (X + y - x + y
and similarly, P = . In this configuration, PROM is equivalent to n-phase ROMM
with each path being chosen at the source with equal probability.4
Parametrized PROM The two configurations above are, in fact, two extremes of
a continuous family of PROM algorithms parametrized by a single parameter f, as
shown in Figure 2-2(b). At the source node, the router forwards the packet towards
the destination on either the horizontal link or the vertical link randomly according
to the ratio x + f : y + f, where x and y are the distances to the destination along
the corresponding axes. At intermediate nodes, two possibilities exist: if the packet
4again, modulo differences in virtual channel allocation
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Figure 2-2: Probability functions of uniform PROM(a) and parameterized PROM(b)
arrived on an X-axis ingress (i.e., from the east or the west), the router uses the
ratio of x + f : y in randomly determining the next hop, while if the packet arrived
on an Y-axis ingress, it uses the ratio x : y + f. Intuitively, PROM is less likely to
make extra turns as f grows, and increasing f pushes traffic from the diagonal of the
minimal-path rectangle towards the edges (Figure 2-3). Thus, when f = 0 (Figure 2-
3(a)), we have Uniform PROM, with most traffic near the diagonal, while f = 0C
(Figure 2-3(d)) implements the 01TURN variant with traffic routed exclusively along
the edges.
Variable Parametrized PROM (PROMV) While more uniform (low f) PROM
variants offer more path diversity, they tend to increase congestion around the center
of the mesh, as most of the traffic is routed near the diagonal. Meanwhile, rectangle
edges are underused especially towards the edges of the mesh, where the only possible
traffic comes from the nodes on the edge.
Variable Parametrized PROM (PROMV) addresses this shortcoming by using
different values of f for different flows to balance the load across the links. As the
minimal-path rectangle between a source-destination pair grows, it becomes more
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Figure 2-3: Probability distributions of PROM routes with various values of f
likely that other flows within the rectangle compete with traffic between the two
nodes. Therefore, PROMV sets the parameter f proportional to the minimal-path
rectangle size divided by overall network size so traffic can be routed more toward the
boundary when the minimal-path rectangle is large. When x and y are the distance
from the source to the destination along the X and Y dimensions and N is the total
number of router nodes, f is determined by the following equation:
f =fnax -(2.1)
The value of fmax was fixed to the same value for all our experiments (cf. Section
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(a) West-First (rotated 1800) (b) North-Last (rotated 2700)
Figure 2-4: Permitted (solid) and prohibited (dotted) turns in two turn models
2.4). This scheme ensures efficient use of the links at the edges of the mesh and
alleviates congestion in the central region of the network.
2.2.3 Virtual Channel Assignment
To provide deadlock freedom for PROM, we invoke the turn model [31], a systematic
way of generating deadlock-free routes. Figure 2-4 shows two different turn models
that can be used in a 2D mesh: each model disallows two of the eight possible turns,
and, when all traffic in a network obeys the turn model, deadlock freedom is guar-
anteed. For PROM, the key observation 5 is that minimal-path traffic always obeys
one of those two turn models: eastbound packets never turn westward, westbound
packets never turn eastward, and packets between nodes on the same row or column
never turn at all. Thus, westbound and eastbound routes always obey the restrictions
of Figures 2-4(a) and 2-4(b), respectively, and preventing eastbound and westbound
packets from blocking each other ensures deadlock freedom.
Therefore, PROM uses only two virtual channels for deadlock-free routing; one
virtual channel for eastbound packets, and the other for westbound packets. When
a packet is injected, the source node S checks the relative position of the destination
node D. If D lies to the east of S, the packet is marked to use the first VC of each
link on its way; and if D lies to the west of S, the second VC is used for the packet.
If S and D are on the same column, the source node may choose any virtual channel
because the packet travels straight to D and does not make any turn, conforming
5due to Shim et al. [79]
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to both turn models. Once the source node chooses a virtual channel, however, the
packet should use only that VC along the way.6
Although this is sufficient to prevent deadlock in PROM, we can optimize the
algorithm to better utilize virtual channels. For example, the first virtual channel
in any westbound links are never used in the original algorithm because eastbound
packets never travel on westbound links. Therefore, westbound packets can use the
first virtual channel on these westbound links without worrying about blocking any
eastbound packets. Similarly, eastbound packets may use the second virtual channel
on eastbound links; in other words, packets may use any virtual channel while they
are going across horizontal links because horizontal links are used by only one type
of packets. With this optimization, when a packet is injected at the source node S
and travels to the destination node D,
1. if D lies directly north or south of S, the source node chooses one virtual channel
that will be used along the route;
2. if the packet travels on horizontal links, any virtual channel can be used on the
horizontal links;
3. if the packet travels on vertical links and D lies to the east of S, the first VC is
used on the vertical links;
4. if the packet travels on vertical links and D lies to the west of S, the second
VC is used on the vertical links;
(When there are more than two virtual channels, they are split into two sets and
assigned similarly). Figure 2-5 illustrates the division between eastbound and west-
bound traffic and the resulting allocation for m virtual channels.
It is noteworthy that PROM does not explicitly implement turn model restrictions,
but rather forces routes to be minimal, which automatically restricts possible turns;
6If such a packet is allowed to switch VCs along the way, for example, it may block a westbound
packet in the second VC of the upstream router, while being blocked by an eastbound packet in the
first VC of the downstream router. This effectively makes the eastbound packet block the westbound
packet and may cause deadlock.
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Figure 2-5: Virtual channel assignment in PROM
thus, we only use the turn model to show that VC allocation is deadlock-free. Also
note that the correct virtual channel allocation for a packet can be determined locally
at each switch, given only the packet's destination (encoded in its flow ID), and which
ingress and virtual channel the packet arrived at. For example, any packet arriving
from a west-to-east link and turning north or south must be assigned the first VC (or
VC set), while any packet arriving from an east-to-west link and turning must get
the second VC; finally, traffic arriving from the north or south stays in the same VC
it arrived on.
The virtual channel assignment in PROM differs from that of both 01TURN and
n-phase ROMM even when the routing behavior itself is identical. While PROM
with f = oc selects VCs based on the overall direction as shown above, 01TURN
chooses VCs depending on the initial choice between the XY and YX routes at the
source node; because all traffic on a virtual network is either XY or YX, no deadlock
results. ROMM, meanwhile, assigns a separate VC to each phase; since each phase
uses exclusively one type of DOR (say XY), there is no deadlock, but the assignment
is inefficient for general n-phase ROMM which uses n VCs where two would suffice.
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2.3 Implementation Cost
Other than a randomness source, a requirement common to all randomized algo-
rithms, implementing any of the PROM algorithms requires almost no hardware
overhead over a classical oblivious virtual channel router [18]. As with DOR, the pos-
sible next-hop nodes can be computed directly from the position of the current node
relative to the destination; for example, if the destination lies to the northwest on
a 2D mesh, the packet can choose between the northbound and westbound egresses.
Similarly, the probability of each egress being chosen (as well as the value of the
parameter f in PROMV) only depends on the location of the current node, and on
the relative locations of the source and destination node, which usually form part of
the packet's flow ID.
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, virtual channel allocation also requires only local
information already available in the classical router: namely, the ingress port and
ingress VC must be provided to the VC allocator and constrain the choice of available
VCs when routing to vertical links, which, at worst, requires simple multiplexer logic.
This approach ensures deadlock freedom, and eliminates the need to keep any extra
routing information in packets.
The routing header required by most variants of PROM needs only the destination
node ID, which is the same as DOR and OlTURN and amounts to 2log 2 (n) bits for
an n x n mesh; depending on the implementation chosen, PROMV may require an
additional 2log 2(n) bits to encode the source node if it is used in determining the
parameter f. In comparison, packets in canonical k-phase ROMM carry the IDs
for the destination node as well as the k - 1 intermediate nodes in the packet, an
overhead of 2k log 2(n) bits on an n x n mesh, although one could imagine a somewhat
PROM-like version of ROMM where only the next intermediate node ID (in addition
to the destination node ID) is carried with the packet, and the k + 1st intermediate
node is chosen once the packet arrives at the kth intermediate destination.
Thus, PROM hardware offers a wide spectrum of routing algorithms at an over-
head equivalent to that of 01TURN and smaller than even 2-phase ROMM.
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2.4 Experimental Results
To evaluate the potential of PROM algorithms, we compared variable parametrized
PROM (PROMV, described in Section 2.2.2) on a 2D mesh against two path-diverse
algorithms with comparable hardware requirements, OlTURN and 2-phase ROMM,
as well as dimension-order routing (DOR). First, we analytically assessed throughput
on worst-case and average-case loads; then, we examined the performance in a realistic
router setting through extensive simulation.
2.4.1 Ideal Throughput
To evaluate how evenly the various oblivious routing algorithms distribute network
traffic, we analyzed the ideal throughput7 in the same way as [85] and [86], both for
worst-case throughput and for average-case throughput.
Worst-Case Average-Case
I-
O01TURN 0
*PROMV
* ROMM
E DOR-XY
(a) Worst-Case
Figure 2-6: Ideal balanced throughput of
IO1TURN
mPROMV
* ROMM
* DOR-XY
(b) Average
oblivious routing algorithms
On worst-case traffic, shown in Figure 2-6(a), PROMV does significantly better
than 2-phase ROMM and DOR, although it does not perform as well as OlTURN
(which, in fact, has optimal throughput [76]). On average-case traffic, however,
7
"ideal" because effects other than network congestion, such as head-of-line blocking, are not
considered. In this model, each network flow is assumed to have a constant throughput demand.
When a network link is saturated by multiple flows, those flows are throttled down by the same ratio,
so that their total throughput matches the link bandwidth.
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Name Pattern Example (b=4)
Bit-complement di = s (d, d2 , d 1 do)= (,i1s3 , , '81, ,so)
Bit-reverse di= sb-i-1 (d3, d2, di, do) = (so, si, S2, 83)
Shuffle di = s(i-1) mod b (d3, d2, 1,d0) (2,1, S80, S3)
Transpose di= S(i+b/2) mod b (d3, d2 d, d) (8Si, 30 s 3, s2 )
Table 2.2: Synthetic network traffic patterns
PROMV outperforms the next best algorithm, OlTURN, by 10% (Figure 2-6(b));
PROMV wins in this case because it offers higher path diversity than the other
routing schemes and is thus better able to spread traffic load across the network.
Indeed, average-case throughput is of more concern to real-world implementations
because, while every oblivious routing algorithm is subject to a worst-case scenario
traffic pattern, such patterns tend to be artificial and rarely, if ever, arise in real NoC
applications.
2.4.2 Simulation Setup
The actual performance on specific on-chip network hardware, however, is not fully
described by the ideal-throughput model on balanced traffic. Firstly, both the router
architecture and the virtual channel allocation scheme could significantly affect the
actual throughput due to unfairness of scheduling and head-of-line blocking issues;
secondly, balanced traffic is often not the norm: if network flows are not correlated at
all, for example, flows with less network congestion could have more delivered traffic
than flows with heavy congestion and traffic would not be balanced.
In order to examine the actual performance on a common router architecture, we
performed cycle-accurate simulations of a 2D-mesh on-chip network under a set of
standard synthetic traffic patterns, namely transpose, bit-complement, shuffle, and bit-
reverse. In these traffic patterns, each bit di of the b-bit destination address is decided
based on the bits of the source address, s3 [18] (See Table 2.2 for the definition of each
pattern, and Table 2.3 for other simulation details). One should note that, like the
worst-case traffic pattern above, these remain specific and regular traffic patterns and
do not reflect all traffic on an arbitrary network; nevertheless, they were designed to
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Characteristic Configuration
Topology 8x8 2D MESH
Routing PROMV(fmax 1024), DOR,
01TURN, 2-phase ROMM
Virtul channel allocation Dynamic, EDVCA
Per-hop latency 1 cycle
Virtual channels per port 8
Flit buffers per VC 8
Average packet length (flits) 8
Traffic workload bit-complement, bit-reverse,
shuffle, transpose
Warmup / Analyzed cycles 20K / 100K
Table 2.3: Simulation details for PROM and other oblivious routing algorithms
simulate traffic produced by real-world applications, and so are often used to evaluate
routing algorithm performance.
We focus on delivered throughput in our experiments, since we are comparing
minimal routing algorithms against each other. We left out Valiant, since it is a
non-minimal routing algorithm and because its performance has been shown to be
inferior to ROMM and 01TURN [76]. While our experiments included both DOR-
XY and DOR-YX routing, we did not see significant differences in the results, and
consequently report only DOR-XY results.
Routers in our simulation were configured for 8 virtual channels per port, allo-
cated either in one set (for DOR) or in two sets (for 01TURN, 2-phase ROMM, and
PROMV; cf. Section 2.2.3), and then dynamically within each set. Because under dy-
namic allocation the throughput performance of a network can be severely degraded
by head-of-line blocking [79] especially in path-diverse algorithms which present more
opportunity for sharing virtual channels among flows, we were concerned that the true
performance of PROM and ROMM might be hindered. We therefore repeated all ex-
periments using Exclusive Dynamic Virtual Channel Allocation [53] or Flow-Aware
Virtual Channel Allocation [4], dynamic virtual channel allocation techniques which
reduce head-of-line blocking by ensuring that flits from a given flow can use only
one virtual channel at each ingress port, and report both sets of results. Note that
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under this allocation scheme multiple flows can share the same virtual channel, and
therefore they are different from having private channels for each flow, and can be
used in routers with one or more virtual channels.
2.4.3 Simulation Results
Under conventional dynamic virtual channel allocation (Figure 2-7(a)), PROMV
shows better throughput than ROMM and DOR under all traffic patterns, and slightly
better than OlTURN under bit-complement and shuffle. The throughput of PROMV
is the same as 01TURN under bit-reverse and worse than OlTURN under transpose.
* DOR-XY
DROMM
E01TURN
*PROMV
Bit-complement Bit-reverse Shuffle
(a) Dynamic VC allocation
Transpose
* DOR-XY
EgROMM
E01TURN
*PROMV
Bit-complement Bit-reverse Shuffle Transpose
(b) Exclusive-dynamic VC allocation
Figure 2-7: Saturated Throughput of oblivious routing algorithms
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Using Exclusive Dynamic VC allocation improves results for all routing algorithms
(Figure 2-7(b)), and allows PROMV to reach its full potential: on all traffic patterns
but bit-complement, PROMV performs best. The perfect symmetry of bit-complement
pattern causes PROMV to have worse ideal throughput than DOR and OlTURN
which have perfectly even distribution of traffic load all over the network; in this
special case of the perfect symmetry, the worst network congestion increases as some
flows are more diversified in PROMV8 .
Note that these results highlight the limitations of analyzing ideal throughput
given balanced traffic (cf. Section 2.4.1). For example, while PROMV has better ideal
throughput than OlTURN on transpose, head-of-line blocking issues allow OlTURN
to perform better under conventional dynamic VC allocation; on the other hand,
while the perfectly symmetric traffic of bit-complement enables OlTURN to have
better ideal throughput than PROMV, it is unable to outperform PROMV under
either VC allocation regime.
While PROMV does not guarantee better performance under all traffic patterns
(as exemplified by bit-complement), it offers competitive throughput under a variety
of traffic patterns because it can distribute traffic load among many network links.
Indeed, we would expect PROMV to offer higher performance on most traffic loads
because it shows 10% better average-case ideal throughput of balanced traffic (Figure
2-6(b)), which, once the effects of head-of-line blocking are mitigated, begins to more
accurately resemble real-world traffic patterns.
2.5 Conclusions
We have presented a parametrizable oblivious routing scheme that includes n-phase
ROMM and 01TURN as its extreme instantiations. Intermediate instantiations push
traffic either inward or outward in the minimum rectangle defined by the source
and destination. The complexity of a PROM router implementation is equivalent
8Exclusive Dynamic VC allocation also makes the networks stable [18] (compare Figure 2-8 and
Figure 2-9), as it improves the fairness of the routing schemes.
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to OlTURN and simpler than 2-phase ROMM, but the scheme enables significantly
greater path diversity in routes, thus showing 10% better performance on average in
reducing the network congestion under random traffic patterns. The cycle-accurate
simulations under a set of synthetic traffic patterns show that PROMV offers compet-
itive throughput performance under various traffic patterns. It is also shown that if
the effects of head-of-line blocking are mitigated, the performance benefit of PROMV
can be significant.
Going from PROM to PRAM, where A stands for Adaptive is fairly easy. The
probabilities of taking the next hop at each node can depend on local network con-
gestion. With parametrized PROM, a local network node can adaptively control the
traffic distribution simply and intuitively by adjusting the value of f in its routing
decision. This may enable better load balancing especially under bursty traffic and
we will investigate this in the future.
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Chapter 3
Oblivious Routing in On-chip
Bandwidth-Adaptive Networks
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents another network-level optimization technique, Bandwidth-Adaptive
Network (BAN). Like PROM (Chapter 2), BAN also aims at performance improve-
ment of oblivious routing. Instead of changing how packets are routed, however, BAN
changes the directions of network links adaptively based on network state.
3.1.1 Trade-off between Hardware Complexity and Global
Knowledge in Adaptive Routing
As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, adaptive routing algorithms collect network conges-
tion information and thus incur hardware and performance overheads. To alleviate
the overheads, many adaptive routing schemes for on-chip networks use only local
information of next-hop congestion to select the next egress port. The congestion
metrics include the number of free next-hop virtual channels [16], available next-hop
buffer size [48], etc.
Using only locally available information significantly reduces the hardware com-
plexity. However, the local nature of the routing choices makes it difficult to make
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assertions about, or optimize for, the network as a whole. Greedy and local decisions
can actually do more harm than good on global load balance for certain traffic pat-
terns [33]. Therefore some adaptive routing schemes go beyond local congestion data.
Regional Congestion Awareness [33] combines local information with congestion re-
ports from a neighborhood several hops wide; because reports from far-away nodes
take several cycles to propagate and can be out of date, they are weighted less than
reports from close-by nodes. Path-load based routing [84] routes packets along some
minimal path and collects congestion statistics for switches along the way; when the
destination node decides that congestion has exceeded acceptable limits, it will send
an "alert" packet to the source node and cause it to select another, less congested
minimal path. Both of these schemes require additional storage to keep the congestion
data, and possibly inaccuracies when congestion information is several cycles old.
Researchers continue to search for the optimum balance between hardware com-
plexity and routing performance. For example, DyAD [39] attempts to balance the
simplicity of oblivious routing with the congestion-avoiding advantages of adaptive
routing by using oblivious routing when traffic is light, and adaptive routing only if
network is heavily loaded. Globally Oblivious Adaptive Locally (GOAL) [81] is an-
other example of hybrid approaches where the direction of travel is chosen obliviously
and then the packet is adaptively routed.
3.1.2 Oblivious Routing with Adaptive Network Links
Both DyAD and GOAL try to take advantage of oblivious routing techniques to
to reduce the overhead of adaptive routing. If it is adaptive routing that causes
significant overheads, then why do we not stick to oblivious routing and try to achieve
adaptivity in a different way?
This is the fundamental idea of BAN; in BAN, the bisection bandwidth of a
network can adapt to changing network conditions, while the routing function always
remains oblivious. We describe one implementation of a bandwidth-adaptive network
in the form of a two-dimensional mesh with adaptive bidirectional linksi, where the
'Bidirectional links have been preferred to as half-duplex links in router literature.
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bandwidth of the link in one direction can be increased at the expense of the other
direction. Efficient local intelligence is used to appropriately reconfigure each link,
and this reconfiguration can be done very rapidly in response to changing traffic
demands. Reconfiguration logic compares traffic on either side of a link to determine
how to reconfigure each link.
We compare the hardware designs of a unidirectional and bidirectional link and
argue that the hardware overhead of implementing bidirectionality and reconfigu-
ration is reasonably small. We then evaluate the performance gains provided by a
bandwidth-adaptive network in comparison to a conventional network through de-
tailed network simulation of oblivious routing methods under uniform and bursty
traffic, and show that the performance gains are significant.
In Section 3.2, we describe a hardware implementation of an adaptive bidirectional
link, and compare it with a conventional unidirectional link. In Section 3.3, we
describe schemes that determine the configuration of the adaptive link, i.e., decide
which direction is preferred and by how much. The frequency of reconfiguration can
be varied. Simulation results comparing oblivious routing on a conventional network
against a bandwidth-adaptive network are the subject of Section 3.4. Section 3.5
concludes this chapter.
3.2 Adaptive Bidirectional Link
3.2.1 Conventional Virtual Channel Router
Although bandwidth adaptivity can be introduced independently of network topology
and flow control mechanisms, in the interest of clarity we assume a conventional
virtual-channel router on a two-dimensional (2-D) mesh network as a baseline.
Figure 3-1 illustrates a conventional virtual-channel router architecture and its
operation [18, 64, 70], As shown in the figure, the datapath of the router consists of
buffers and a switch. The input buffers store flits waiting to be forwarded to the next
hop; each physical channel often has multiple input buffers, which allows flits to flow
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Figure 3-1: Conventional router architecture with p physical channels and v virtual
channels per physical channel.
as if there were multiple "virtual" channels. When a flit is ready to move, the switch
connects an input buffer to an appropriate output channel. To control the datapath,
the router also contains three major control modules: a router, a virtual-channel (VC)
allocator, and a switch allocator. These control modules determine the next hop, the
next virtual channel, and when a switch is available for each packet/flit.
Routing comprises four steps: routing (RC), virtual-channel allocation (VA),
switch allocation (SA), and switch traversal (ST); these are often implemented as
four pipeline stages in modern virtual-channel routers. When a head flit (the first flit
of a packet) arrives at an input channel, the router stores the flit in the buffer for
the allocated virtual channel and determines the next hop node for the packet (RC
stage). Given the next hop, the router then allocates a virtual channel in the next
hop (VA stage). The next hop node and virtual channel decision is then used for
the remaining flits of the given packet, and the relevant virtual channel is exclusively
allocated to that packet until the packet transmission completes. Finally, if the next
hop can accept the flit, the flit competes for a switch (SA stage), and moves to the
output port (ST stage).
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3.2.2 Bidirectional Links
In the conventional virtual-channel router shown in Figure 3-1, each output channel
is connected to an input buffer in an adjacent router by a unidirectional link; the
maximum bandwidth is related to the number of physical wires that constitute the
link. In an on-chip 2-D mesh with nearest neighbor connections there will always be
two links in close proximity to each other, delivering packets in opposite directions.
We propose to merge the two links between a pair of network nodes into a set
of bidirectional links, each of which can be configured to deliver packets in either
direction, increasing the bandwidth in one direction at the expense of the other. The
links can be driven from two different sources, with local arbitration logic and tristate
buffers ensuring that both do not simultaneously drive the same wire.
(a) Flow A is dominant (b) Flow B is dominant
Figure 3-2: Adaptivity of a mesh network with bidirectional links
Figure 3-2 illustrates the adaptivity of a mesh network using bidirectional links.
Flow A is generated at the upper left corner and goes to the bottom right corner,
while flow B is generated at the bottom left corner and ends at the upper right corner.
When one flow becomes dominant, bidirectional links change their directions in order
to achieve maximal total throughput. In this way, the network capacity for each flow
can be adjusted taking into account flow burstiness without changing routes.
Figure 3-3 shows a bidirectional link connecting two network nodes (for clarity,
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Figure 3-3: Connection between two network nodes through a bidirectional link
only one bidirectional link is shown between the nodes, but multiple bidirectional
links can be used to connect the nodes if desired). The bidirectional link can be
regarded as a bus with two read ports and two write ports that are interdependent.
A bandwidth arbiter governs the direction of a bidirectional link based on pressure
(Section 3.3) from each node, a value reflecting how much bandwidth a node requires
to send flits to the other node. Bold arrows in Figure 3-3 illustrate a case when flits
are delivered from right to left; a tri-state buffer in the left node prevents the output
of its crossbar switch from driving the bidirectional link, and the right node does not
receive flits as the input is being multiplexed. If the link is configured to be in the
opposite way, only the left node will drive the link and only the right node will receive
flits.
Router logic invalidates the input channel at the driving node so that only the
other node will read from the link. The switching of tri-state buffers can be done
faster than other pipeline stages in the router so that we can change the direction
without dead cycles in which no flits can move in any direction. Note that if a dead
cycle is required in a particular implementation, we can minimize performance loss
by switching directions relatively infrequently. We discuss this tradeoff in Section 3.4.
While long wires in on-chip networks require repeaters, we focus on a nearest-
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neighbor mesh network. As can be seen in Figure 3-3, only a short section of the
link is bidirectional. Tri-state buffers are placed immediately to either side of the
bidirectional section. This will be true of links connecting to the top and bottom
network nodes as well. Therefore, the bi-directional sections do not need repeaters. If
a bi-directional link is used to connect faraway nodes in a different network topology,
a pair of repeaters with enable signals will be required in place of a conventional
repeater on a unidirectional link.
3.2.3 Router Architecture with Bidirectional Links
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Figure 3-4: Network node architecture with u unidirectional links and b bidirectional
links between each of p neighbor nodes and itself.
Figure 3-4 illustrates a network node with b bidirectional links, where each link
has a bandwidth of one flit per router cycle; gray blocks highlight modules modified
from the baseline architecture shown in Figure 3-1. Adjacent nodes are connected
via p ports (for the 2-D mesh we consider here, p = 4 at most). At each port, b input
channels and b output channels share the b bidirectional links via tri-state buffers: if
a given link is configured to be ingressive, its input channel is connected to the link
while the output channel is disconnected, and vice versa (output channels are not
shown in the figure).
We parametrize architectures with and without bidirectional links by the number
of unidirectional links u and the number of bidirectional links b; in this scheme, the
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conventional router architecture in Figure 3-1 has u = 1 and b = 0. We will compare
configurations with the same bisection bandwidth. A router with a = 0 and b = 2 has
the same bisection bandwidth as u - 1 and b = 0. In general, we may have hybrid
architectures with some of the links bidirectional and some unidirectional (that is,
u > 0 and b > 0). A (u, b) router with bidirectional links will be compared to a
conventional router with u + b/2 unidirectional links in each direction; this will be
denoted as (u + b/2, 0).
We assume, as in conventional routers, that at most one flit from each virtual
channel can be transferred in a given cycle - if there are v virtual channels in the
router, then at most v flits can be transferred in one cycle regardless of the bandwidth
available. In a (u, b) router, if i out of b bidirectional links are configured to be
ingressive at a router node, the node can receive up to u + i flits per cycle from the
node across the link and send out up to (u + b - i) flits to the other node. Since each
incoming flit will go to a different virtual channel queue, 2 the ingress demultiplexer in
Figure 3-4 can be implemented with b instances of a v-to-1 demultiplexer with tri-state
buffers at the outputs; no additional arbitration is necessary between demultiplexers
because only one of their outputs will drive the input of each virtual channel.
In a bidirectional router architecture, the egress link can be configured to exceed
one flit per cycle; consequently, the crossbar switch must be able to consider flits from
more than one virtual channel from the same node. In the architecture described so
far, the output of each virtual channel is directly connected to the switch and competes
for an outgoing link. However, one can use a hierarchical solution where the v virtual
channels are multiplexed to a smaller number of switch inputs. The Intel Teraflops
has a direct connection of virtual channels to the switch [37. Most routers have
v-to-1 multiplexers that select one virtual channel from each port for each link prior
to the crossbar.
In addition, the crossbar switch must now be able to drive all p - (u + b) outgoing
links when every bidirectional link is configured as egressive, and there are u unidi-
2 Recall that once a virtual channel is allocated to a packet at the previous node, other packets
cannot use the virtual channel until the current packet completes transmission.
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rectional links. Consequently, the router requires a p -v-by-p - (u + b) crossbar switch,
compared to a p -v-by-p - (u + b/2) switch of a conventional (u + b/2, 0) router that
has the same bisection bandwidth; this larger switch is the most significant hardware
cost of the bidirectional router architecture. If the v virtual channels are multiplexed
to reduce the number of inputs of the switch, the number of inputs to the crossbar
should be at least equal to the maximum number of outputs in order to fully utilize
the bisection bandwidth. In this case, we have a p - (u + b/2)-by-p - (u + b/2) crossbar
in the (u + b/2, 0) case. In the (u, b) router, we will need a p - (u + b)-by-p - (u + b)
crossbar. The v virtual channels at each port will be multiplexed into (u + b) inputs
to the crossbar.
To evaluate the flexibility and effectiveness of bidirectional links, we compare,
in Section 3.4, the performance of bidirectional routers with (u, b) = (0, 2) and
(u, b) = (0, 4) against unidirectional routers with (u, b) = (1, 0) and (u, b) = (2, 0),
which, respectively, have the same total bandwidth as the bidirectional routers. We
also consider a hybrid architecture with (u, b) = (1, 2) which has the same total band-
width as the (u, b) = (2, 0) and (u, b) = (0, 4) configurations. Table 3.1 summarizes
the sizes of hardware components of unidirectional, bidirectional and hybrid router
architectures assuming four virtual channels per ingress port (i.e., v = 4). There
are two cases considered. The numbers in bold correspond to the case where all
virtual channels compete for the switch. The numbers in plain text correspond to
the case where virtual channels are multiplexed before the switch so the number of
inputs to the switch is restricted by the bisection bandwidth. While switch allocation
logic grows as the size of crossbar switch increases and bidirectional routers incur
the additional cost of the bandwidth allocation logic shown in Figure 3-3, these are
insignificant compared to the increased size of the demultiplexer and crossbar.
When virtual channels directly compete for the crossbar, the number of the cross-
bar input ports remains the same in both the unidirectional case and the bidirectional
case. The number of crossbar output ports is the only factor increasing the crossbar
size in bidirectional routers (u, b) = (0, 4) and (1, 2) when compared with the unidi-
rectional (2, 0) case; this increase is size is roughly equal to the ratio of the output
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Architecture Ingress Demux Xbar Switch
(u, b) (1, 0) one 1-to-4 demux 4-by-4 or 16-by-4
(u, b) (0, 2) two 1-to-4 demuxes 8-by-8 or 16-by-8
(u, b) (2, 0) two 1-to-4 demuxes 8-by-8 or 16-by-8
(u, b) (0, 4) four 1-to-4 demuxes 16-by-16 or 16-by-16
(u, b) (1, 2) three 1-to-4 demuxes 12-by-12 or 16-by-12
Table 3.1: Hardware components for 4-VC BAN routers
ports. Considering that a 32 x 32 crossbar takes approximately 30% of the gate count
of a switch [45] with much of the actual area being accounted for by queue memory
and wiring which is not part of the gate count, we estimate that a 1.5x increase in
crossbar size for the (1, 2) case will increase the area of the node by < 15%. If the
queues are smaller, then this number will be larger. Similar numbers are reported in
[33].
There is another way to compare the crossbars in the unidirectional and bidi-
rectional cases. It is well known that the size of a n x n crossbar increases as n 2
(e.g., [93]). We can think of n as p - (u + b/2) -w, where w is the bit-width for the
unidirectional case. If a bidirectional router's crossbar is 1.5x larger, then one can
create an equivalent-size unidirectional crossbar with the same number of links but
I.5x bit-width, assuming zero buffer sizes. In reality, the buffers will increase by
1.5 = 1.22x due to the bit-width increase, and so the equivalent-size unidirectional
crossbar will have a bit-width that is approximately 1.15x of the bidirectional cross-
bar, assuming typical buffer sizes. This implies the performance of this crossbar in a
network will be 1.15x the baseline unidirectional case. As can be seen in Section 3.4,
the bidirectional link architecture results in greater gains in performance.
3.3 Bandwidth Allocation in Bidirectional Links
Bidirectional links contain a bandwidth arbiter (Figure 3-3) which governs the direc-
tion of the bidirectional links connecting a pair of nodes and attempts to maximize
the connection throughput. The locality and simplicity of this logic are key to our
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approach: the arbiter makes its decisions based on very simple information local to
the nodes it connects.
Each network node tells the arbiter of a given bidirectional link how much pressure
it wishes to exert on the link; this pressure indicates how much of the available link
bandwidth the node expects to be able to use in the next cycle. In our design, each
node counts the number of flits ready to be sent out on a given link (i.e., at the head
of some virtual channel queue), and sends this as the pressure for that link. The
arbiter then configures the links so that the ratio of bandwidths in the two directions
approximates the pressure ratio, additionally ensuring that the bandwidth granted
does not exceed the free space in the destination node. Consequently, if traffic is
heavier in one direction than in the other, more bandwidth will be allocated to that
direction.
The arbitration logic considers only the next-hop nodes of the flits at the front of
the virtual channel queues and the available buffer space in the destination queues,
both of which are local to the two relevant nodes and easy to compute. The arbitration
logic itself consists of threshold comparisons and is also negligible in cost.
With one-flit packets, the pressure as defined above exactly reflects the traffic that
can be transmitted on the link; it becomes approximate when there are multiple flits
per packet, since some of the destination queues with available space may be in the
middle of receiving packets and may have been assigned to flows different from the
flits about to be transmitted. Although more complex and accurate definitions of
pressure are possible, our experience thus far is that this simple logic performs well
in practice.
In some cases we may not want arbitration to take place in every cycle; for ex-
ample, implementations that require a dead cycle after each link direction switch
will perform poorly if switching takes place too often. On the other hand, switch-
ing too infrequently reduces the adaptivity of the bidirectional network, potentially
limiting the benefits for quickly changing traffic and possibly requiring more complex
arbitration logic. We explore this tradeoff in Section 3.4.
When analyzing link bandwidth allocation and routing in a bidirectional adaptive
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Figure 3-5: Deadlock on deadlock-free routes due to bidirectional links
network, we must take care to avoid additional deadlock due to bidirectional links,
which may arise in some routing schemes. Consider, for example, the situation shown
in Figure 3-5: a flow fB travels from node B to node C via node A, and all links
connecting A with B are configured in the direction B -+ A. Now, if another, smaller
flow fA starts at D and heads for B, it may not exert enough pressure on the A --* B
link to overcome that of fB, and, with no bandwidth allocated there, may be blocked.
The flits of fA will thus eventually fill the buffers along its path, which might prevent
other flows, including fB, from proceeding: in the figure, fB shares buffering resources
with fA between nodes C and D, and deadlock results. Note that the deadlock arises
only because the bidirectional nature of the link between A and B can cause the
connection A -> B to disappear; since the routes of fA and fB obey the west-first
turn model [31], deadlock does not arise in the absence of bidirectional links. One
easy way to avoid deadlock is to require, in the definition of pressure, that some
bandwidth is always available in a given direction if some flits are waiting to be sent
in that direction. For example, if there are four bidirectional links and there are eight
flits waiting to travel in one direction and one in the opposite direction, BAN assigns
three links to the first direction and one to the opposite direction.
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3.4 Results and Comparisons
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
(u, b) =(1, 0) (u, b)= (0, 2)
(u, b)=(2, 0) (u, b)=(1, 2) (u, b)=(0, 4)
Figure 3-6: Link configurations for BAN evaluation
A cycle-accurate network simulator was used to model the bidirectional router ar-
chitectures with different combinations of unidirectional (u) and bidirectional (b) links
in each connection (Figure 3-6 and Table 3.2 for details). To evaluate performance un-
der general traffic patterns, we employed a set of standard synthetic traffic patterns
(transpose, bit-complement, shuffle, and uniform-random) both without burstiness
and with a two-state Markov Modulated Process (MMP) bursty traffic model [18].
In the MMP model, a source node is in one of the two states, the "on" state or the
"off" state, and the injection rate is r0 , in the on state and 0 in the off state. In every
cycle, a source node in the off state switches to the on state with the probability of
a, and from the on state to the off state with probability 3. Then the source node
stays in the on state with the probability of ' , so the steady-state injection rate r
is x ron. In our experiments, a was set to 30% and 4 was set to 10%, so that
the injection rate during the on state packets during the on state at a = 4 times
a 3
larger than steady-state injection rates.
For the evaluation of performance under real-world applications, we profiled the
network load of an H.264 decoder implemented on an ASIC; we measured how much
data is transferred between the modules in the ASIC design, and mapped each module
to a network node in such a way that each module is close to other modules that it
directly communicates with. We then simulated the resulting traffic pattern on the
unidirectional and the bidirectional networks. We also examined several frequencies
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Characteristic Configuration
Topology 8x8 2D MESH
Link configuration (u, b) = (1,0), (0,2)
(2,0), (1,2), (0,4)
Routing DOR-XY and DOR-YX
VC output multiplexing None,
Matching maximum bandwidth
Per-hop latency 1 cycle
Virtual channels per port 4
Flit buffers per VC 4
Average packet length (flits) 8
Traffic workload transpose, bit-complement,
shuffle, uniform-random
profiled H.264 decoder
Burstiness model Markov modulated process
Warmup cycles 20,000
Analyzed cycles 100,000
Table 3.2: Simulation details for BAN and unidirectional networks
of bandwidth allocation to estimate the impact on architectures where a dead cycle
is required to switch the link direction.
Although the bidirectional routing technique applies to various oblivious routing
algorithms, we have, for evaluation purposes, focused on Dimension Ordered Routing
(DOR), the most widely implemented oblivious routing method. While our exper-
iments included both DOR-XY and DOR-YX routing, we did not see significant
differences in the results, and consequently report only DOR-XY results. In all of our
experiments, the router was configured for four virtual channels per ingress port un-
der a dynamic virtual channel allocation regimen. The effect of multiplexing virtual
channels in front of the crossbar switches was also examined.
3.4.2 Non-bursty Synthetic Traffic
Figure 3-7 shows the throughput in the unidirectional and bidirectional networks
under non-bursty traffic. When traffic is consistent, the improvement offered by
bidirectional links depends on how symmetric the flows are. On the one extreme,
bit-complement, which in steady state is entirely symmetric when routed using DOR
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Figure 3-7: Throughput of BAN and unidirectional networks under non-bursty traffic
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Figure 3-8: Throughput of BAN and unidirectional networks under bursty traffic
and results in equal traffic in each direction on any link, shows no improvement; on
the other extreme, in transpose, packets move in only one direction over any given
link, and bidirectional links improve throughput twofold. Shuffle lies between the two
extremes, with the bidirectional network outperforming the unidirectional solution by
60% when total bandwidth is equal.
Uniformly random traffic is also symmetric when averaged over a period of time.
For very short periods of time, however, the symmetry is imperfect, allowing the
bidirectional network to track the traffic shifts as they happen and outperform the
unidirectional network throughput by up to 8% without multiplexing virtual channel
outputs.
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3.4.3 Non-bursty Synthetic Traffic with Multiplexed VC Out-
puts
If the outputs of virtual channels are multiplexed, the number of inputs to the crossbar
switch can be significantly reduced, especially in unidirectional networks. However,
the use of multiplexers can limit the flexibility of switch allocation because fewer
virtual channels can compete for the switch at a given cycle.
This limited flexibility does not significantly affect performance of bit-complement,
transpose and shuffle because packet flow at each network node is in steady-state un-
der these traffic patterns. If packet flow is in steady-state, each port at each network
node has the same inflows and outflows of flits, which are bounded by the maximum
outgoing bandwidth. Therefore, multiplexing corresponding to the maximum outgo-
ing bandwidth does not affect throughput because we need not connect more virtual
channels to the switch than the number of multiplexer outputs.
On the other hand, if the congestion at each link is not in steady-state as in
the uniform-random example, each port sees a temporal mismatch between inflows
and outflows of flits. If all virtual channels can compete for the switch without
multiplexers, flits in ingress queues can be quickly pulled out as soon as the link to the
next hop becomes less congested. The results show that the unidirectional networks
have 10% less throughput under uniform-random when multiplexers are used, as they
cannot pull out congested flits as fast as networks without multiplexers. Bidirectional
networks have more multiplexer outputs than unidirectional networks because their
maximum outgoing bandwidth is greater than unidirectional networks. Therefore,
the size of crossbar switches of bidirectional networks increases, but they can send
out more flits in congested ports than unidirectional networks. Consequently, the
bidirectional networks outperform the unidirectional network throughput by up to
20% under uniform-random when virtual channel outputs are multiplexed, as shown
in Figure 3-7.
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3.4.4 Bursty Synthetic Traffic
The temporary nature of bursty traffic allows the bidirectional network to adjust the
direction of each link to favor whichever direction is prevalent at the time, and results
in throughput improvements across all traffic patterns (Figure 3-8). With bursty
traffic, even bit-complement, for which the bidirectional network does not win over the
unidirectional case without burstiness, shows a 20% improvement in total throughput
because its symmetry is broken over short periods of time by the bursts. For the
same reason, shuffle and uniform-random outperform the unidirectional network by
66% and 26% respectively, compared to 60% and 8% in non-bursty mode. Finally,
transpose performance is the same as for the non-bursty case, because the traffic, if
any, still only flows in one direction and requires no changes in link direction after
the initial adaptation.
These results were obtained with virtual channels directly competing for the cross-
bar. We have simulated these examples with multiplexed VC outputs and the results
have the same trends as in Figure 3-8, and therefore are not shown here.
3.4.5 Traffic of an H.264 Decoder Application
As illustrated in the example of transpose and bit-complement, bidirectional networks
can significantly improve network performance when network flows are not symmet-
ric. As opposed to synthetic traffic such as bit-complement, the traffic patterns in
many real applications are not symmetric as data is processed by a sequence of mod-
ules. Therefore, bidirectional networks are expected to have significant performance
improvement with many real applications. Figure 3-9 illustrates the performance of
the bidirectional and the unidirectional networks under traffic patterns profiled from
an H.264 decoder application, where the bidirectional network outperforms the uni-
directional network by up to 35%. The results correspond to the case where virtual
channels directly compete for the crossbar, and are virtually identical to the results
with VC multiplexing.
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traffic
3.4.6 Link Arbitration Frequency
So far, our results have assumed that the bandwidth arbiter may alter the direction
of every link on every cycle. While we believe this is realistic, we also considered
the possibility that switching directions might require a dead cycle, in which case
changing too often could limit the throughput up to 50%. We therefore reduced the
arbitration frequency and examined the tradeoff between switching every N cycles
Shuffle
Uniform Random
-
-- - III 9
Frequency of Direction Switches
Figure 3-10: Frequency of direction changes on bidirectional links
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periods (N)
(thereby lessening the impact of a dead cycle to N1) and limiting the network's
adaptivity to rapid changes in traffic patterns. The results in this section illustrate
the relevant tradeoffs.
Figure 3-10 shows how often each bidirectional link actually changes its direction
under bursty shuffle and uniform-random traffic: the x-axis shows how frequently
links' directions change and the y-axis shows how many links switch that often. For
example, under shuffle traffic, only 8% of the bidirectional links change their direction
more frequently than once in two hundred cycles. Traffic exhibiting the uniform-
random pattern, in comparison, is more symmetric than shuffle, and so the link
directions change more often.
The observation that no link changes its direction more frequently than once in
ten cycles led us to investigate how infrequent the link switches could be without
significantly affecting performance. In Figure 3-11 we compare the performance of
the bidirectional network under different link arbitration frequencies; as expected,
throughput decreases when the links are allowed to switch less often.
Even with a switching period as large as 100 cycles, the bidirectional network still
significantly outperforms the unidirectional design under many loads (e.g., by more
than 20% for shuffle). In the case of uniform-random, however, the bidirectional net-
work performance trails the unidirectional design when switching is infrequent. This
is because, when each link arbitration decision lasts 100 cycles, any temporary benefit
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from asymmetric bandwidth allocation is nullified by changes in traffic patterns, and,
instead of improving throughput, the asymmetric allocations only serve to throttle
down the total throughput compared to the unidirectional router.
Infrequent link switching, therefore, demands a more sophisticated link band-
width arbiter that bases its decisions on the pressures observed over a period of time
rather than on instantaneous measurements. For uniform-random, for example, the
symmetry of uniform random traffic over time would cause the link bandwidths to
be allocated evenly by such an arbiter, allowing it to match the performance of the
unidirectional network.
3.5 Conclusions
We have proposed the notion of bandwidth-adaptive networks, given one concrete
example of bidirectional links in a 2-D mesh, and evaluated it. Adaptivity is controlled
by local pressure that is easily computed. While more comprehensive evaluation
should be performed, adaptive bidirectional links provide better performance under
both uniform and bursty traffic for the tested benchmarks.
We have focused on a mesh; however, adaptive bidirectional links can clearly be
used in other network topologies. In adaptive routing decisions are made on a per-
packet basis at each switch. In bandwidth-adaptive networks, decisions are made on a
per-link basis. We believe this difference makes bandwidth-adaptivity more amenable
to local decision making, though more rigorous analysis is required.
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Chapter 4
On-chip Network Support for
Fine-grained Thread Migration
4.1 Introduction
Two network-level optimization techniques were introduced in the previous chapters.
These techniques aim to improve network performance without significantly increas-
ing complexity. However, network performance is not the only thing that on-chip net-
works can provide. Because the network is tightly coupled with other components in a
manycore system, it is capable of directly supporting system-level or application-level
functionality (Section 1.2.3). In this chapter, we present Exclusive Native Context
(ENC), the first deadlock-free fine-grained thread migration protocol built on an on-
chip network. ENC demonstrates that a simple and elegant technique in an on-chip
network can provide critical functional support for the higher-level application and
system layers.
4.1.1 Thread Migration on CMPs
In SMP multiprocessor systems and multicore processors, process and thread mi-
gration has long been employed to provide load and thermal balancing among the
processor cores. Typically, migration is a direct consequence of thread scheduling
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and is performed by the operating system (OS) at timeslice granularity; although
this approach works well for achieving long-term goals like load balancing, the rel-
atively long periods, expensive OS overheads, and high communication costs have
generally rendered fast thread migration impractical [90].
Recently, however, several proposals with various aims have centered on thread
migration too fine-grained to be effectively handled via the OS. In the design-for-
power domain, rapid thread migration among cores in different voltage/frequency
domains has allowed less demanding computation phases to execute on slower cores
to improve overall power/performance ratios [72]; in the area of reliability, migrat-
ing threads among cores has allowed salvaging of cores which cannot execute some
instructions because of manufacturing faults [71]; finally, fast instruction-level thread
migration has been used in lieu of coherence protocols or remote accesses to provide
memory coherence among per-core caches [46] [55]. The very fine-grained nature of
the migrations contemplated in these proposals-a thread must be able to migrate
immediately if its next instruction cannot be executed on the current core because
of hardware faults [71] or to access data cached in another core [46]-demands fast,
hardware-level migration systems with decentralized control, where the decision to
migrate can be made autonomously by each thread.
4.1.2 Demand for a New Thread Migration Protocol
The design of an efficient fine-grained thread migration protocol has not, however,
been addressed in detail. The foremost concern is avoiding deadlock: if a thread
context can be blocked by other contexts during migration, there is an additional re-
source dependency in the system which may cause the system to deadlock. But most
studies do not even discuss this possibility: they implicitly rely on expensive, central-
ized migration protocols to provide deadlock freedom, with overheads that preclude
frequent migrations [41], [62], or limit migrations to a core's local neighborhood [78].
Some fine-grain thread migration architectures simply give up on deadlock avoidance
and rely on expensive recovery mechanisms (e.g., [59]).
With this in mind, we introduce a novel thread migration protocol called Exclusive
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Native Context (ENC). To the best of our knowledge, ENC is the first on-chip network
solution to guarantee freedom from deadlock for general fine-grain thread migration
without requiring handshaking. Our scheme is simple to implement and does not
require any hardware beyond that required for hardware-level migrations; at the
same time, it decouples the performance considerations of on-chip network designs
from deadlock analysis, freeing architects to consider a wide range of on-chip network
designs.
In the rest of this chapter,
" we present ENC, a novel deadlock-free fine-grained thread migration protocol;
" we show how deadlock arises in other migration schemes, and demonstrate that
ENC is deadlock-free;
" we show that ENC performance on SPLASH-2 application benchmarks [92]
running under a thread-migration architecture [46] is on par with an idealized
deadlock-free migration scheme that relies on infinite resources.
4.2 Deadlock in Thread Migration
4.2.1 Protocol-level Deadlock
Most studies on on-chip networks focus on the network itself and assume that a
network packet dies soon after it reaches its destination core-for example, the result
of a memory load request might simply be written to its destination register. This
assumption simplifies deadlock analysis because the dead packet no longer holds any
resources that might be needed by other packets, and only live packets are involved
in deadlock scenarios.
With thread migration, however, the packet carries an execution context, which
moves to an execution unit in the core and occupies it until it migrates again to a
different core. Thus, unless migrations are centrally scheduled such that the migrating
context always finds available space at its destination, execution contexts occupying
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a core can block contexts arriving over the network, creating additional deadlock
conditions that conventional on-chip network deadlock analysis does not consider.
T1 T2
N1 N2
Thread T1  Thread T2  77 Other threads
(a) Network Buffers in a Protocol-level
Deadlock
Figure 4-1: Protocol-level deadlock of
N1-C1
N2-.N1
C2-N2
N1-N2
SN2 C2
(b) Channel Dependency Graph
fine-grain, autonomous thread migration
For example, suppose a migrating thread T1 in Figure 4-1(a) is heading to core
C1. Although T1 arrives at routing node N1 directly attached to C1, all the execution
units of C1 are occupied by other threads (~), and one of them must migrate to
another core for T1 to make progress. But at the same time, thread T 2 has the same
problem at core C2 , so the contexts queued behind T 2 are backed up all the way
to C1 and prevent a C1 thread from leaving. So T1 cannot make progress, and the
contexts queued behind it have backed up all the way to C2, preventing any of C2's
threads from leaving, and completing the deadlock cycle. Figure 4-1(b) illustrates
this deadlock using a channel dependency graph (CDG) [18] where nodes correspond
to channels of the on-chip network and edges to dependencies associated with making
progress on the network.
We call this type of deadlock a protocol-level deadlock, because it is caused by the
migration protocol itself rather than the network routing scheme. Previous studies in-
volving rapid thread migration typically either do not discuss protocol-level deadlock,
implicitly relying on a centralized deadlock-free migration scheduler [41, 62, 78], using
deadlock detection and recovery [59], employing a cache coherence protocol to mi-
grate contexts via the cache and memory hierarchy, effectively providing a very large
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Core and Migration
Core architecture single-issue, two-way
multithreading
The size of a thread context
(relative to the size of network flit)
Number of threads 64
Number of hotspots 1, 2, 3 and 4
Migration interval 100 cycles
On-chip Network
Network topology 8-by-8 mesh
Routing algorithms Dimension-order
wormhole routing
Number of virtual channels 2 and 4
The size of network buffer 4 per link
(relative to the size of context) or 20 per node
The size of context queue 0, 4 and 8
(relative to the size of context) per core
Table 4.1: Simulation details for synthetic migration patterns with hotspot cores
buffer to store contexts [72], or employing slow handshake-based context swaps [71].
All of these approaches have substantial overheads, motivating the development of
an efficient network-level deadlock-free migration protocol.
4.2.2 Evaluation with Synthetic Migration Benchmarks
As a non-deadlock-free migration protocol, we consider the naturally arising SWAP
scheme, implicitly assumed by several works: whenever a migrating thread T1 arrives
at a core, it evicts the thread T 2 currently executing there and sends it back to the
core where T1 originated. Although intuitively one might expect that this scheme
should not deadlock because T 2 can be evicted into the slot that T1 came from, this
slot is not reserved for T2 and another thread might migrate there faster, preempting
T 2; it is therefore not guaranteed that T 2 will exit the network and deadlock may
arise. (Although adding a handshake protocol with extra buffering can make SWAP
deadlock-free [71], the resulting scheme is too slow for systems which require frequent
migrations).
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Figure 4-2: Deadlock scenarios with synthetic sequences of fine-grained migrations
on 2VC and 4VC networks
In order to examine how often the migration system might deadlock in practice,
we used a synthetic migration benchmark where each thread keeps migrating between
the initial core where it was spawned and a hotspot core. (Since migration typically
occurs to access some resource at a core, be it a functional unit or a set of memory
locations, such hotspots naturally arise in multithreaded applications). We used vary-
ing numbers (one to four) of randomly assigned hotspots, and 64 randomly located
threads that made a thousand migrations to destinations randomly chosen among
their originating core and the various hotspots every 100 cycles. To stress the migar-
tion framework as in a fine-grain migration system, we chose the migration interval of
100 cycles. We used the cycle-level network-on-chip simulator DARSIM [57], suitably
modified with a migration mechanism, to model a 64-core system connected by a 2D
mesh interconnect. Each on-chip network router had enough network buffers to hold
4 thread contexts on each link with either 2 or 4 virtual channels; we also examined
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the case where each core has a context queue to hold arriving thread contexts when
there are no available execution units. We assumed Intel Atom-like x86 cores with
execution contexts of 2 Kbits [72] and enough network bandwidth to fit each context
in four or eight flits. Table 4.1 summarizes the simulation setup.
Figure 4-2 shows the percentage of runs (out of the 100) that end with deadlock
under the SWAP scheme. 2VC+0 and 4VC+0 correspond to networks with 2 and
4 virtual channels, respectively. 2VC+4 and 2VC+8 are 2 virtual-channel networks
which have an extra buffer for 4 and 8 thread contexts at each node. Without the
extra buffer, nearly all experiments end in deadlock. Further, even though context
buffering can reduce deadlock, deadlock still occurs at a significant rate for the tested
configurations.
The synthetic benchmark results also illustrate that susceptibility to deadlock de-
pends on migration patterns: when there is only one hotspot, the migration patterns
across threads are usually not cyclic because each thread just moves back and forth
between its own private core and only one shared core; when there are two or more
hotspots and threads have more destinations, on the other hand, their paths intersect
in more complex ways, making the system more prone to deadlock. Although small
context buffers prevent deadlock with some migration patterns, they do not ensure
deadlock avoidance because there are still deadlock cases.
4.3 Exclusive Native Context Protocol
ENC takes a network-based approach to provide deadlock freedom. Unlike coarse-
grain migration protocols, ENC allows autonomous thread migrations. To enable
this, the new thread context may evict one of the thread contexts executing in the
destination core, and ENC provides the evicted thread context a safe path to another
core on which it will never be blocked by other threads that are also in transit.
To provide the all-important safe path for evicted threads, ENC uses a set of
policies in core scheduling, routing, and virtual channel allocation.
Each thread is set as a native context of one particular core, which reserves a
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register file (and other associated context state) for the thread. Other threads cannot
use the reserved resource even if it is not being used by the native context. Therefore,
a thread will always find an available resource every time it arrives at the core where
the thread is a native context. We will refer to this core as the thread's native core.
Dedicating resources to native contexts requires some multithreading support in
the cores. If a thread may migrate to an arbitrary core which may have a different
thread as its native context, the core needs to have an additional register file (i.e.,
a guest context) to accept a non-native thread because the first register file is only
available to the native context. Additionally, if a core has multiple native contexts,
there must be enough resources to hold all of its native contexts simultaneously so no
native thread is blocked by other native threads. The number of additional registers
depends on the size of context, which varies greatly among different architectures;
while the size of a thread context is usually less than 2Kbits for a simple 32-bit RISC
core (32 general-purpose registers, plus additional registers such as program counter,
possibly including a few TLB entries), complex cores with additional resources such as
floating-point registers have more than 2 x larger contexts. However, it is a reasonable
assumption that an efficient fine-grain, migration-based architecture will require some
level of multithreading, in order to prevent performance degradation when multiple
threads compete for the resources of the same core.
If an arriving thread is not a native context of the core, it may be temporarily
blocked by other non-native threads currently on the same core. The new thread
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evicts one of the executing non-native threads and takes the released resource. Note
that a thread never evicts a native context of the destination core because the resource
is usable only by the native context. To prevent livelock, however, a thread is not
evicted unless it has executed at least one instruction since it arrived at the current
core. That is, an existing thread will be evicted by a new thread only if it has made
some progress in its current visit on the core. This is why we say the arriving thread
may be temporarily blocked by other non-native threads.
Where should the native core be? In the first-touch data placement policy [58]
we assume here, each thread's stack and private data are assigned to be cached in
the core where the thread originates. We reasoned, therefore, that most accesses
made by a thread will be to its originating core (indeed, Figure 4-4 shows that in
the SPLASH-2 benchmarks we used, about 60%-85% of a thread's accesses are to its
native core). We therefore select each thread's originating core as its native core.
In what follows, we first describe a basic, straightforward version of ENC, which
we term ENCO, and then describe a better-performing optimized version.
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4.3.1 The Basic ENC Algorithm (ENCO)
Whenever a thread needs to move from a non-native core to a destination core,
ENCO first sends the thread to its native core which has a dedicated resource for
the thread. If the destination core is not the native core, the thread will then move
from its native core to the destination core. Therefore, from a network standpoint, a
thread movement either ends at its native core or begins from its native core. Since a
thread arriving at its native core is guaranteed to be unloaded from the network, any
migration is fully unloaded (and therefore momentarily occupies no network resources)
somewhere along its path.
To keep the migrations deadlock-free, however, we must also ensure that move-
ments destined for a native core actually get there without being blocked by any other
movements; otherwise the native-core movements might never arrive and be unloaded
from the network. The most straightforward way of ensuring this is to use two sets
of virtual channels, one for to-native-core traffic and the other for from-native-core
traffic. If the baseline routing algorithm requires only one virtual channel to prevent
network-level deadlock like dimension-order routing, ENCO requires a minimum of
two virtual channels per link to provide protocol-level deadlock avoidance. Note that
ENCO may work with any baseline routing algorithm for a given source-destination
pair, such as Valiant [87] or OlTURN [76], both of which require two virtual channels
to avoid deadlock. In this case, ENCO will require four virtual channels.
4.3.2 The Full ENC Algorithm
Although ENCO is simple and straightforward, it suffers the potential overhead of
introducing an intermediate destination for each thread migration: if thread T wishes
to move from core A to B, it must first go to N, the native core for T. In some cases,
this overhead might be significant: if A and B are close to each other, and N is far
away, the move may take much longer than if it had been a direct move.
To reduce this overhead, we can augment the ENCO algorithm by distinguishing
migrating traffic and evicted traffic: the former consists of threads that wish to mi-
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grate on their own because, for example, they wish to access resources in a remote
core, while the latter corresponds to the threads that are evicted from a core by
another arriving thread.
Whenever a thread is evicted, ENC, like ENCO, sends the thread to its native
core, which is guaranteed to accept the thread. We will not therefore have a chain of
evictions: even if the evicted thread wishes to go to a different core to make progress
(e.g., return to the core it was evicted from), it must first visit its native core, get
unloaded from the network, and then move again to its desired destination. Unlike
ENCO, however, whenever a thread migrates on its own accord, it may go directly
to its destination without visiting the home core. (Like ENCO, ENC must guarantee
that evicted traffic is never blocked by migrating traffic; as before, this requires two
sets of virtual channels). Note that network packets always travel within the same
set of virtual channels.
Based on these policies, the ENC migration algorithm works as follows:
1. If a native context has arrived and is waiting on the network, move it to a
reserved register file and proceed to Step 3.
2. (a) If a non-native context is waiting on the network and there is an available
register file for non-native contexts, move the context to the register file
and proceed to Step 3.
(b) If a non-native context is waiting on the network and all the register files
for non-native contexts are full, choose one among the threads that have
finished executing an instruction on the core' and the threads that want
to migrate to other cores. Send the chosen thread to its native core on
the virtual channel set for evicted traffic. Then, advance to the next cycle.
(No need for Step 3).
3. Among the threads that want to migrate to other cores, choose one and send it
to the desired destination on the virtual channel set for migrating traffic. Then,
'No instructions should be in flight.
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advance to the next cycle.
This algorithm effectively breaks the cycle of dependency of migrating traffic and
evicted traffic. Figure 4-3 illustrates how ENC breaks the cyclic dependency shown
in Figure 4-1(b), where C,, denotes the native core of the evicted thread, and N" its
attached router node.
There is a subtlety when a migrating context consists of multiple flits and the
core cannot send out an entire context all at once. For example, the core may find
no incoming contexts at cycle 0 and start sending out an executing context T1 to its
desired destination, but before T1 completely leaves the core, a new migrating context,
T 2, arrives at the core and is blocked by the remaining flits of T1 . Because T1 and T 2
are on the same set of virtual channels for migration traffic, a cycle of dependencies
may cause a deadlock. To avoid this case, the core must inject migration traffic only
if the whole context can be moved out from the execution unit so arriving contexts
will not be blocked by incomplete migrations; this can easily be implemented by
monitoring the available size of the first buffer on the network for migration traffic or
by adding an additional outgoing buffer whose size is one context size.
Although both ENCO and ENC are provably deadlock-free under deadlock-free
routing because they eliminate all additional dependencies due to limited context
space in cores, we confirmed that they are deadlock-free with the same synthetic
benchmarks used in Section 4.2.2. We also simulated an incomplete version of ENC
that does not consider the aforementioned subtlety and sends out a migrating context
if it is possible to push out its first flit. While ENCO and ENC did not deadlock,
deadlocks occurred with the incomplete version because it does not provide a safe
path for evicted traffic in the case when a migrating context is being sequentially
injected to the network; this illustrates that fine-grained migration is very susceptible
to deadlock and migration protocols need to be carefully designed.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation
4.4.1 Baseline Protocols and Simulated Migration Patterns
We compared the performance overhead of ENCO and ENC to the baseline SWAP
algorithm described in Section 4.2.2. However, as SWAP can deadlock, in some cases
the execution might not finish. Therefore, we also tested SWAPinf, a version of
SWAP with an infinite context queue to store migrating thread contexts that arrive
at the core; since an arriving context can always be stored in the context queue,
SWAPinf never deadlocks. Although impractical to implement, SWAPinf provides a
useful baseline for performance comparison. We compared SWAP and SWAPinf to
ENCO and ENC with two virtual channels. The handshake version of SWAP was
deemed too slow to be a good baseline for performance comparison.
In order to see how ENC would perform with arbitrary migration patterns, we
first used a random sequence of migrations in which each thread may migrate to
any core at a fixed interval of 100 cycles. In addition, we also wished to evaluate
real applications running under a fine-grained thread-migration architecture. Of the
three such architectures described in Section 4.1, we rejected core salvaging [71] and
ThreadMotion [72] because the thread's migration patterns do not depend on the
application itself but rather on external sources (core restrictions due to hard faults
and the chip's thermal environment, respectively), and could conceivably be addressed
with synthetic benchmarks. We therefore selected the EM 2 architecture [46], which
migrates threads to a given core to access memory exclusively cached in that core;
migrations in EM2 depend intimately on the application's access patterns and are
difficult to model using synthetic migration patterns.
We used the same simulation framework as described in Section 4.2.2 to examine
how many cycles are spent on migrating thread contexts.
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4.4.2 Network-Independent Traces (NITs)
While software simulation provides the most flexibility in the development of many-
core architectures, it is severely constrained by simulation time. For this reason, com-
mon simulation methods do not faithfully simulate every detail of target systems, to
achieve reasonably accurate results in an affordable time. For example, Graphite [61]
provides very efficient simulation of a many-core system based on the x86 architec-
ture. However, it has yet to provide faithful simulation of network buffers. Therefore,
Graphite simulator does not model the performance degradation due to head-of-line
blocking, and moreover, deadlock cannot be observed even if the application being
simulated may actually end up in deadlock.
On the other hand, most on-chip network studies use a detailed simulator that
accurately emulates the effect of network buffers. However, they use simple traffic
generators rather than simulating actual cores in detail. The traffic generator often
replays network traces captured from application profiling, in order to mimic the traf-
fic pattern of real-world applications. It, however, fails to mimic complex dependency
between operations, because most communication in many-core systems depends on
the previous communication. For example, a core may need to first receive data from
a producer, before it processes the data and sends it to a consumer. Obviously, if the
data from the producer arrives later than in profiling due to network congestion, send-
ing processed data to the consumer is also delayed. However, network traces typically
only give the absolute time when packets are sent, so the core may send processed
data to the consumer prior to it even receiving the data from its producer! In other
words, the network-trace approach fails to realistically evaluate application perfor-
mance, because the timing of packet generation, which depends on on-chip network
conditions, is assumed before the actual simulation of the network.
It is very important to reflect the behavior of network conditions, because it is crit-
ical not only for performance, but also to verify that network conditions don't cause
deadlock. Therefore, we use DARSIM [57], a highly configurable, cycle-accurate
on-chip network simulator. Instead of using network traces, however, we generate
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network-independent traces (NITs) from application profiling. Unlike standard ap-
plication traces, NITs keep inter-thread dependency information and relative timings
instead of absolute packet injection times; the dependencies and relative timings
are replayed by an interpreter module added to the network simulator. By replac-
ing absolute timestamps with dependencies and relative timings, NITs allow cores
to "respond" to messages from other cores once they have arrived, and solve the
consumer-before-producer problem that occurs with network traces.
The NITs we use for EM 2 migration traffic record memory instruction traces of
all threads, which indicate the home core of each memory instruction and the num-
ber of cycles it takes to execute all non-memory instructions between two successive
memory instructions. With these traces and the current location of threads, a sim-
ple interpreter can determine whether each memory instruction is accessing memory
cached on the current core or on a remote core; on an access to memory cached in a
remote core, the interpreter initiates a migration of the corresponding thread. After
the thread arrives at the home core and spends the number of cycles specified in the
traces for non-memory operations, the interpreter does the same check for the next
memory instruction.
The interpreter does not, of course, behave exactly the same as a real core does.
For one, it does not consider lock/barrier synchronization among threads; secondly,
it ignores possible dependencies of the actual memory addresses accessed on network
performance (consider, for example, a multithreaded work-queue implemented via
message passing: the memory access patterns of the program will clearly depend on
the order in which the various tasks arrive in the work queue, which in turn depends
on network performance). Nevertheless, NITs allow the system to be simulated in a
much more realistic way by using memory traces rather than network traces.
4.4.3 Simulation Methodology
For the evaluation under arbitrary migration patterns, we used a synthetic sequence of
migrations for each number of hotspots as in Section 4.2.2. We also chose five applica-
tions from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite to examine application-specific migration
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Protocols and Migration Patterns
Migration Protocols SWAP, SWAPinf, ENCO and ENC
a random sequence &
5 SPLASH-2 applications:
FFT, RADIX,
Migration Patterns LU (cnIuLU (contiguous)
WATER (n-squared)
OCEAN (contiguous)
Core
Core architecture single-issue, two-way
multithreading EM 2
The size of a thread context 4, 8 flits
Number of threads 64
On-chip Network
Network topology 8-by-8 mesh
Routing algorithms Dimension-order
wormhole routing
Number of virtual channels 2
The size of network buffer 4 per link
(relative to the size of context) (20 per node)
The size of context queue oc for SWAPinf, 0 otherwise
Table 4.2: Simulation details for ENC with random migration pattern and SPLASH-2
applications
patterns, namely FFT, RADIX, LU (contiguous), WATER (n-squared), and OCEAN
(contiguous), which we configured to spawn 64 threads in parallel. Then we ran those
applications using Pin [2] and Graphite [61], to generate memory instruction traces.
Using the traces and the interpreter as described in the previous section, we executed
the sequences of memory instructions on DARSIM.
As in Section 4.2.2, we first assumed the context size is 4 flits. However, we also
used 8-flit contexts to examine how ENC's performance overhead would change if
used with an on-chip network with less bandwidth, or a baseline architecture which
has very large thread context size. The remaining simulation setup is similar to
Section 4.2.2. Table 4.2 summarizes the simulation setup used for the performance
evaluation.
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Figure 4-5: Total migration cost of ENC and SWAP with 4-flit contexts
4.4.4 Simulation Results
Figure 4-5 shows the total migration cost in each migration pattern normalized to
the cost in SWAPinf when the context size is equivalent to four network flits. Total
migration cost is the sum of the number of cycles that each thread spends between
when it moves out of a core and when it enters another. First of all, the SWAP
algorithm causes deadlock in FFT and RADIX, as well as in RANDOM, when each
thread context migrates in 4 network flits. As we will see in Figure 4-8, LU and
OCEAN also end up with deadlock with the context size of 8 flits. Our results
illustrate that real applications are also prone to deadlock if they are not supported
by a deadlock-free migration protocol, as mentioned in Section 4.2.2.
Deadlock does not occur when SWAPinf is used due to the infinite context queue.
The maximum number of contexts at any moment in a context queue is smaller
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RANDOM FFT RADIX LU OCEAN WATER
8 61 60 61 61 61
Table 4.3: Maximum size of context queues in SWAPinf relative to the size of a thread
context
in RANDOM than in the application benchmarks because the random migration
evenly distributes threads across the cores so there is no heavily congested core (cf.
Table 4.3). However, the maximum number of contexts is over 60 for all application
benchmarks, which is more than 95% of all threads on the system. This discourages
the use of context buffers to avoid deadlock.2
Despite the potential overhead of ENC described earlier in this section, both ENC
and ENCO have comparable performance, and are overall 11.7% and 15.5% worse than
SWAPinf, respectively. Although ENCO has relatively large overhead of 30% in total
migration cost under the random migration pattern, ENC reduces the overhead to
only 0.8%. Under application-specific migration patterns, the performance largely de-
pends on the characteristics of the patterns; while ENC and ENCO have significantly
greater migration costs than SWAPinf under RADIX, they perform much more com-
petitively in most applications, sometimes better as in applications such as WATER
and OCEAN. This is because each thread in these applications mostly works on its
private data; provided a thread's private data is assigned to its native core, the thread
will mostly migrate to the native core (cf. Figure 4-4). Therefore, the native core is
not only a safe place to move a context, but also the place where the context most
likely makes progress. This is why ENCO usually has less cost for autonomous migra-
tion, but higher eviction costs. Whenever a thread migrates, it needs to be "evicted"
to its native core. After eviction, however, the thread need not migrate again if its
native core was its migration destination.
The effect of the portion of native cores in total migration destinations can be
seen in Figure 4-6, showing total migration distances in hop counts normalized to the
SWAPinf case. When the destinations of most migrations are native cores, such as
2 Note that, however, the maximum size of context buffers from the simulation results is not a
necessary condition, but a sufficient condition to prevent deadlock.
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Figure 4-6: Total migration distance of ENC and SWAP for various SPLASH-2 bench-
marks.
in FFT, ENC has not much different total migration distance from SWAPinf. When
the ratio is lower, such as in LU, the migration distance for ENC is longer because
it is more likely for a thread to migrate to non-native cores after it is evicted to its
native core. This also explains why ENC has the most overhead in total migration
distance under random migrations because the least number of migrations are going
to native cores.
Even when the migrating thread's destination is often not its native core, ENC
has an overall migration cost similar to SWAPinf as shown in LU, because it is less
affected by network congestion than SWAPinf. This is because ENC effectively dis-
tributes network traffic over the entire network, by sending out threads to their native
cores. Figure 4-7 shows how many cycles are spent on migration due to congestion,
normalized to the SWAPinf case. ENC and ENCO have less congestion costs under
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Figure 4-7: Part of migration cost of ENC and SWAP due to congestion
RANDOM, LU, OCEAN, and WATER. This is analogous to the motivation behind
the Valiant algorithm [87]. One very distinguishable exception is RADIX; while the
migration distances of ENC/ENCO are similar to SWAPinf because the native-core
ratio is relatively high in RADIX, they are penalized to a greater degree by congestion
than SWAPinf. This is because other applications either do not cause migrations as
frequently as RADIX, or their migration traffic is well distributed because threads
usually migrate to nearby destinations only.
If the baseline architecture has a large thread context or an on-chip network
has limited bandwidth to support thread migration, each context migrates in more
network flits which may affect the network behavior. Figure 4-8 shows the total
migration costs when a thread context is the size of eight flits. As the number of
flits for a single migration increases, the system sees more congestion. As a result,
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Figure 4-8: Total migration cost of ENC and SWAP with 8-flit contexts
the migration costs increase by 39.2% across the migration patterns and migration
protocols. While the relative performance of ENC/ENCO to SWAPinf does not change
much for most migration patterns, the increase in the total migration cost under
RADIX is greater with SWAPinf than with ENC/ENCO as the network becomes
saturated with SWAPinf too. Consequently, the overall overhead of ENC and ENCO
with the context size of 8 flits is 6% and 11.1%, respectively. The trends shown in
Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 also hold with the increased size of thread context.
4.5 Conclusions
We have developed ENC, deadlock-free migration protocol for general fine-grain
thread migration. Using ENC, threads can make autonomous decisions on when
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and where to migrate; a thread may just start traveling when it needs to migrate,
without being scheduled by any global or local arbiter. Therefore, the migration cost
is only due to the network latencies in moving thread contexts to destination cores,
possibly via native cores.
Compared to a baseline SWAPinf protocol which assumes infinite queues, ENC
has an average of 11.7% overhead for overall migration costs under various types
of migration patterns. The performance overhead depends on migration patterns,
and under most of the synthetic and application-specific migration patterns used
in our evaluation ENC shows negligible overhead or performs even better; although
ENC may potentially increase the total distance that threads migrate by evicting
threads to their native cores, it did not result in higher migration cost in many cases
because evicted threads often need to go to the native core anyway, and intermediate
destinations can reduce network congestion.
While the performance overhead of ENC remains low in most migration patterns,
a baseline SWAP protocol actually ends up with deadlock, not only for synthetic
migration sequences but also for real applications. Considering this, ENC is a very
compelling mechanism for any architecture that exploits very fine-grain thread mi-
grations and which cannot afford conventional, expensive migration protocols.
Finally, ENC is a flexible protocol that can work with various on-chip networks
with different routing algorithms and virtual channel allocation schemes. One can
imagine developing various ENC-based on-chip networks optimized for performance
under a specific thread migration architecture.
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Chapter 5
Physical Implementation of
On-chip Network for EM 2
5.1 Introduction
Like many other research projects, PROM, BAN, and ENC all focus on specific
target components; PROM on routing, BAN on the network links, and ENC on
the migration protocol. In their evaluation, other system layers that are not closely
related to the main ideas are represented in a simplified or generalized form. In this
way, researchers can concentrate their efforts on the key research problem and the
solution can be evaluated not only in one specific design instance but also with many
different environments.
This approach, however, makes it hard to take into account every detail in the
whole system. For example, architects often face credibility problems if they do not
fully discuss related circuit-level issues.
Therefore, building the entire system is a very important experience in computer
architecture research because it reveals every issue that might not be obvious at the
architectural level. In this chapter, we share our hands-on experience in the physical
implementation of the on-chip network for Execution Migration Machine (EM 2), an
ENC-based 110-core processor in 45nm ASIC technology.
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Figure 5-1: EM2 Tile Architecture
5.2 EM 2 Processor
EM 2 is a large-scale CMP based on fine-grained hardware-level thread migration [54],
which implements ENC to facilitate instruction-level thread migration. We have
taped out our design in a 110-core CMP, where the chip occupies 100mm 2 in 45nm
technology.
5.2.1 Shared Memory Model
The most distinctive feature of EM2 is its simple and scalable shared memory model
based on remote cache access and thread migration [56]. As in traditional NUCA
architectures, each address in the system is assigned to a unique core where it may
be cached; by allowing data to be cached only at a single location, the architecture
scales trivially and properties like sequential consistency are easy to guarantee. To
access data cached at a remote core, EM 2 can either send a traditional remote access
(RA) request [27], or migrate the execution context to the core that is "home" for
that data. Unlike RA-only machines, it can take advantage of available data locality
because migrating the execution context allows the thread to make a sequence of local
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accesses while it stays at the destination core.
5.2.2 On-chip Network Architecture
EM 2 has three types of on-chip traffic: migration, remote access, and off-chip memory
access. Although it is possible for this traffic to share on-chip interconnect channels,
this would require suitable arbiters (and possibly deadlock recovery logic), and would
significantly expand the state space to be verified. To avoid this, we chose to trade
off area for simplicity, and route traffic via six separate channels, which is sufficient
to ensure deadlock-free operation [11].
Further, the six channels are implemented as six physically separate on-chip net-
works, each with its own router in every tile. While using a single network with six
virtual channels would have utilized available link bandwidth more efficiently and
made inter-tile routing simpler, it would have exponentially increased crossbar size
and significantly complicated the allocation logic (the number of inputs grows pro-
portionally to the number of virtual channels and the number of outputs to the total
bisection bandwidth between adjacent routers). More significantly, using six identical
networks allowed us to verify in isolation the operation of a single network, and then
safely replicate it six times to form the interconnect, significantly reducing the total
verification effort.
While six physical networks would provide enough bandwidth to the chip, it is
still very important to minimize the latency because the network latency affects the
performance of both migration and RA. To keep the hardware complexity low and
achieve single cycle-per-hop delay, EM2 routers use dimension order routing.
5.2.3 Tile Architecture
Figure 5-1 shows an EM 2 tile that consists of an 8KB instruction cache, a 32KB data
cache, a processor core, a migration predictor, and six on-chip network routers [54].
The processor core contains two SMT contexts, one of them can be used only by
its native thread. The core also has two hardware stacks, "main" and "auxiliary";
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instructions follow a custom stack-machine ISA. The 32KB data cache serves not only
memory instructions from the native and guest contexts at the same core, but also
RA requests from distant cores. Finally, a hardware migration predictor [80] keeps
track of memory access patterns of each thread and decides whether to make RA
requests or migrates to the home core.
5.3 Design Goals, Constraints, and Methodology
5.3.1 Goals and Constraints
Scalability was the foremost concern throughout this project. Distributed directory
cache coherence protocols (DCC) are not easily scalable to the number of cores [1,
5, 20, 44, 95]. EM2 provides a simple but flexible solution that scales to the de-
mands of the diverse set of programs running on manycore processors. To prove EM 2
scales beyond DCC, our major design objective was to build a massive-scale multicore
processor with more than 100 cores.
The goal of 100 cores or more imposed a fundamental constraint for the project:
tight area budget. EM2 is a 10mmx 10mm chip in 45nm ASIC technology, fairly large
for a research chip. Each tile, however, has only a small footprint for its process core,
caches, and on-chip network router. Therefore, our design process focused on area
efficiency, often at the expense of clock speed.
Maintaining a simple design was another important goal, because we planned to
finish the entire 110-core chip design and implementation process (RTL, verification,
physical design, tapeout) with only 18 man-months of effort. While the simplicity
of directoryless memory substrate was the key to meet the tight schedule of the
whole project, we also needed to make salient design choices to simplify design and
verification.
Vying for simplicity brought an important implication for the I/O design for the
chip. There are two common methods used to connect a chip to its packaging: wire
bonding and flip chip. In general, wire bonding is widely used for the ICs with up to
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600 I/O pins, while flip chip can provide better scalability and electrical advantages
for larger designs [24]. We opted for the wire bonding method, because it simplifies
the layout process of EM 2 significantly. In wire bonding, wires are attached only to
the edges of the chip, so the tile layout need not include solder bumps that complicate
the place and route (P&R) process (for the hierarchical design process of EM 2, see
Section 5.3.2).
Using the wire bonding technique for EM 2 had a severe impact on its power
budget. Wire bonding limits the total number of pins for large chips because the
number of pins scales with the length of boundaries, not the area. The EM 2 chip has
a total of 476 pins, where 168 pins are signal pins and 308 pins are power pins (for
154 power-ground pairs). The 308 power pins can supply a maximum of 13.286W'
of power for the entire chip, which is quite low for this size of chip 2 . As will be
shown in the following sections, the tight power budget affected the entire design and
implementation process significantly.
5.3.2 Methodology
Bluespec [6] is a high-level hardware design language based on synthesizable guarded
atomic actions [36]. In Bluespec, each distinct operation is described separately (as
a "rule"), as opposed to VHDL or Verilog which describes each distinct hardware
elements. In this way, implementation errors are localized to specific rules, which
reduces the scope of each bug-fix and simplifies the verification process significantly.
The Bluespec compiler automatically generates the necessary logic that controls how
those rules are applied, and converts the design to synthesizable Verilog which can
be used for the standard ASIC flow.
We used Synopsys Design Compiler to synthesize the RTL code into gate-level
netlists. Despite the tight power budget, we were not able to rely on custom circuit
design techniques to scale down the power, due to the limited resources. Instead, we
'from the maximum DC current constraints of the I/O library for reliable operation
2 The actual power budget further decreases to 11.37W due to the power grid of the chip. See
Section 5.4.2.
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compromised performance for power efficiency in two ways. To save leakage power,
we switched to the high-voltage threshold (HVT) standard cell library, which reduced
the leakage power dissipation by half. To save dynamic power, on the other hand,
we used Synopsys Power Compiler for automatic clock gating insertion. Although
clock gating effectively lengthened the critical path, it resulted in 5.9x decrease in
3the average power
Throughout the design process, hierarchical design and floorplanning was essential
to exploit the benefit of homogeneous core design and verification. Every tile on
the chip has the same RTL and the same layout, except only for the two memory
controller (MC) cores which contain additional logic to communicate with external
memory. The perfectly homogeneous tile design was duplicated to built an 11x10
array. To integrate as many cores as possible, we took a bottom-up approach; we first
build a layout of single tile as compact as possible, and then instantiated the layout
for the chip-level design.
3from the power reports by Synopsys Design Compiler
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Figure 5-2: EM 2 tile floorplan
5.4 Physical Design of the 110-core EM 2 Processor
This section illustrates the physical design process of EM 2, highlighting the key en-
gineering issues in manycore processor design. We used Cadence Encounter for the
P&R of the complete design.
5.4.1 Tile-level Design
Figure 5-2(a) is the floorplan for the EM 2 tile, and Figure 5-2(a) magnifies the view
near the upper left corner of the tile. They reveal that only the eight SRAM blocks are
manually placed, and other blocks are automatically placed by Encounter. Because
the tile is relatively small, all components are flattened to provide the most flexibility
for the tool to optimize placement to the finest level.
Additionally, Figure 5-2(a) shows the tile pins are manually aligned on the tile
boundaries. Because we are following a bottom-up approach, Encounter does not
have a chip-level view at this stage so it does not know where these tile pins will
connect to. Therefore, these pins are manually placed along the edges in such a way
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(a) (b)
(a) Processor core (b) Migration predictor
(c) On-chip network router
Figure 5-3: Placement of the tile components by Encounter
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Figure 5-4: EM2 tile layout
that once tiles are aligned into an array, the pins to be connected will be the closest
to each other.
The floorplan view also reveals the power planning of the tile. There are total
eight power rings, and horizontal and vertical power stripes are connected to the
rings. The power nets are routed down to the lower metal layers and connected to
standard cells or SRAM blocks only from the vertical stripes. In Figure 5-2(a), note
that every SRAM block has vertical power stripes running over itself, so the power
nets can be easily routed down to the SRAM blocks. Also, because the SRAM blocks
intersect the horizontal power rails that supply power to the standard cells, a set of
vertical power stripes are manually placed in every narrow space between two SRAM
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blocks.
Figure 5-3 illustrates the actual placement of each tile component after the P&R
process. It is most noticeable in Figure 5-3(c) that the tool was able to optimize
the placement efficiently; it placed the ingress buffer of the router close to the tile
boundaries, to reduce the wire length and leave a large space in the middle for the
processor core logic. Finally, Figure 5-4 shows the final layout of the EM2 tile design
with the area of 0.784mm2 (855pmx9l7pm).
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Figure 5-5: EM 2 chip-level floorplan
5.4.2 Chip-level Design
5.4.2.1 Chip-level Floorplanning
Figure 5-5 is the floorplan for the chip-level design. First, the tile layout from Sec-
tion 5.4.1 is duplicated into an 11 x10 array. The small rectangle below the tile array
is the clock module, which selects one among the three available clock sources: two
external clock sources (single-ended and differential) and one from the PLL output.
This module is custom designed except for the PLL block (Figure 5-6).
Figure 5-6: EM 2 clock module
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(b) Magnified view on the power grid
Figure 5-7: EM 2 global power planning
As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the EM2 chip uses the wire bonding technique; the
I/O ring outside of the tile array has 476 bonding pads to connect to a package. While
wire bonding simplifies the design process, the tiles in the middle are placed too far
away from the power pads, exacerbating IR drop issues. Therefore, we took a very
conservative approach to global power planning. In order to use as many as wires as
possible, the top two metal layers in the design are dedicated for the global power
rings and stripes. Figure 5-7 shows the upper left part of the chip, revealing part of
the 122 power rings and the dense power grid. All power stripes, both horizontal and
vertical, have a width of 2pm and a pitch of 5 pm, covering 64% of the area. The
power rings are even denser at 4pm width and 5.2pm pitch.
5.4.2.2 Building a Tile Array
Although EM 2 tiles are perfectly homogeneous, it is not trivial to integrate them to a
tiled array. The foremost concern is clock skew, which is illustrated in Figure 5-8(a).
Suppose that the output of a flip-flop FFA in tile A is driving the input of FFB
in tile B. Even though FFA and FFB are next to each other, tile A and tile B are
very distant nodes on the global clock tree, so there could be a significant clock skew
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(a) A corner of global power rings
(a) Tile-level (b) Chip-level
Figure 5-8: Clock tree synthesized by Encounter
between FFA and FFB. If clock edges arrive at FFB sooner than FFA, the output of
FFA begins to change later and FFB samples the input earlier, so it becomes more
difficult to avoid setup-time violations. If clock edges arrive at FFA earlier, on the
other hand, the output of FFA can change to a new value even before FFB samples
the current value, so it is possible to violate hold-time constraints. The latter case
is a more serious problem because while we can eliminate setup-time violations by
lowering operating frequency, there is no way to fix hold-time violations after tape-
out. In order to fix this problem, a negative-edge flip-flop is inserted between FFA
and FFB; even if FFA changes its output before FFB samples the current value,
the output of the negative-edge flip-flop does not change until half cycle later, so
hold-time violations can be avoided.
5.4.2.3 Final EM2 Layout
Figure 5-9 shows the taped out layout of the entire EM 2 chip. The chip area is
lOmmx 10mm, and the static timing analysis with extracted RC parasitics estimates
that the chip works at 105MHz, dissipating 50mW at each tile. Note that a number
of decoupling capacitors are manually inserted around the clock module.
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Figure 5-9: Tapeout-ready EM2 processor layout
5.5 Design Iteration Using BAN on EM2
From the final layout of the chip, we noticed a severe wire routing complexity for
the router pins (Figure 5-10). Adding more router pins results in more design rule
violations that are not easy to fix. Therefore, it is not straightforward to further
increase the on-chip network bandwidth. Is the current total bandwidth sufficient
to meet the needs of various applications? If not, how can we reduce the network
congestion and improve the network performance degradation without adding more
router pins?
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(b) Inside the red box, magnified
Figure 5-10: Wire connected to input and output network ports
To evaluate how much network bandwidth applications need, we ran five different
applications in migration-only mode4 on a 64-core version of EM2 using the Hornet
simulator [73]. To assess migration patterns of applications, we defined the peak and
average concentrations as follows:
Definition 1 Application running time is divided into a set of 1000 time windows,
W = {W1, W2 ,. . . , W 1000}. There is also a set of cores C = {C1, C2,..., C64}. The
destination popularity function P(c, w) is defined as the number of threads that visit
core C, at least once in time window W.
4 Threads use only migration, not RA, to access remote cache.
Barnes LU Radix Water-n2
-contiguous -contiguous
PeakPe. 5 18 15 64 5
concentration
Average 2.2 1.6 6.8 4.1 2.1
concentration 2 1 6 4
Table 5.1: Peak and average migration concentration in different applications
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(a) Tile-level view
(a) Concentrate-in (b) Concentrate-out
Figure 5-11: Migration traffic concentration
Average Migration Latency
*UN * BAN
LU
Figure 5-12: Average migration latency on BAN+EM 2
Concentration F(w) = Max{P(c, w)}
c=1...
Definition 3 Peak concentration = Max {F(w)}
w=1 ...1000
Definition 4 Average concentration = Avg {F(w)}
w=1... 1000
Table 5.1 reveals that applications such as ocean-contiguous or radix have a very
high degree of concentration. Note that an incoming thread always evicts a currently
running thread to its native core. This evicted thread is likely to come back and
compete for the same core again to access data it needs. Therefore, high-level con-
centration may cause severe ping-pong effects, and burden the network with a lot
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of migration traffic. If we cannot simply increase total link bandwidth, how can we
optimize the network to deal with the high bandwidth demand of highly concentrated
applications?
In Figure 5-11 a lot of threads make frequent visits to the core in the middle. Be-
cause EM2 uses DOR-YX routing, the migration traffic to the middle core is jammed
more on the horizontal links (Figure 5-11(a)). When threads are moving out of the
core, on the other hand, the vertical links get more congested as shown in Figure 5-
11(b). As explained in Section 3.4, this is a perfect opportunity for BAN to take
advantage of asymmetric network patterns. We applied BAN to the migration net-
work of EM2 and performed a simulation study. Figure 5-12 illustrates that without
increasing total link bandwidth, BAN can improve the network performance for ap-
plications with high-level concentration by up to 16%.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Thesis Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions:
" A new path-diverse oblivious routing algorithm with both flexibility and sim-
plicity,
" A novel adaptive network that uses oblivious routing and bidirectional links,
" The first deadlock free, fine-grained autonomous thread migration protocol,
* An extension of existing on-chip network simulation to flexible manycore system
simulation, and
" An example on-chip network implementation from RTL to silicon.
6.2 Summary and Suggestions
In this thesis, we have taken a wide range of approaches to optimize on-chip network
designs for manycore architectures. First, we have introduced PROM and BAN,
optimization focused on throughput improvement. These techniques both improve
the performance and maintain design simplicity as low complexity implementation
is paramount in on-chip network design. Second, we have presented ENC, the first,
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deadlock-free, fine-grained thread migration protocol. This research not only solves
the specific problem of efficient cycle-level thread migration, but also encourages a
design paradigm that relaxes the conventional abstraction and uses the resources of
the network to support higher-level functionality. Finally, we have undertaken the
arduous task of implementing a 110-core EM2 processor on silicon. This effort has
helped to address realistic implementation constraints and provided perspective for
future research.
An important lesson that can be learned from this thesis is that, an on-chip net-
work is not just about making physical connections between system components. The
benefits and constraints that each component brings to the system are consolidated
into a complex global design space by an on-chip network. Therefore, the on-chip net-
work must take a role as an arbiter and tightly integrate the components to meet the
design goals. For example, ENC is designed to take the burden of deadlock prevention
off processor cores; shipping the context of a running thread out of the pipeline is an
essential operation to solve the deadlock issue because it forces progress. In order to
not lose the thread context, however, the evicted thread must be stored in another
place immediately. And because the registers in processor cores are tightly utilized,
it is better to store the context in a relatively underutilized resource - the network
buffer. Therefore, ENC puts only the minimum amount of additional buffer in pro-
cessor cores (for just one thread context at its native core), and lets the thread context
utilize the ample network buffer until it arrives at its native core. This is a example
of resource arbitration between system components, which is efficiently handled by
the on-chip network. Future on-chip network design for manycore architecture must
take this role into account and take charge in orchestrating all system components.
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